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Editor’s Note
We’re Listening

WW e recently conducted the most extensive survey ever of our readers’
interests and expectations for the magazine. The response was gratify-
ing, as nearly 4,000 of you took time to share your opinions with us. We

would like to thank all of you for your input.
       The good news was that the overwhelming majority of responses indicated
readers are very happy with the magazine just the way it is. We heard a lot of,
“Don’t change a thing.” A lot of common themes ran through those replies. Readers
like our emphasis on DIY hunts and traditional values. You don’t care for trophy
scores, incessant product placement, or excesses of technology and commercializa-
tion, and are glad we avoid such matters. Since those are the principles upon which
the magazine was founded, we are literally all on the same page.
       But complacency can be the enemy of any undertaking, and we listened care-
fully to constructive suggestions for change. We hope readers recognize that you
are a diverse lot with a variety of interests, and no mix of topics will satisfy you all.
Consider the subject of small game hunting, for example. Some of you do a lot of it,
consider it important, and want to read about it more. Others consider it boring.
Opinions on a number of subjects like this one cancelled each other out and turned
into white noise. Absent a clear consensus for change, we pretty much left our cov-
erage of these topics the way they have been. You can always turn the page and go
on to the next article.
       We did learn some things though. A lot of you missed our short-lived “Ground
Game” column, even though we didn’t hear much from you when it was running.
Since we enjoy the special challenge of hunting from the ground in an age in which
“bowhunting” and “tree stand” have practically become synonymous, the decision
to bring it back was easy. A lot of you, particularly those relatively new to the sport,
wanted more specific practical advice on shooting. So, we engaged two regular con-
tributors and authorities on the subject, G. Fred Asbell and Jason Wesbrock, to tag-
team a regular “Shooting” column in every issue. Look for these two columns in
early 2017.
       We learned about some things you didn’t like, too. Our least favorite topics
were bowfishing and cougar hunting. Interestingly, we’ve only run one feature on
each subject in the last two years. It’s hard to do much less, but we certainly won’t
be doing much more. We were a bit surprised by the number of people who weren’t
interested in turkeys or antelope. While a lot of readers share our own belief that
these are important bowhunting subjects, we won’t be expanding our coverage of
these two species. But by far, the majority of you wanted more hog hunting, some-
thing we also enjoy and will be adding in the near future.
       Each of our six yearly issues has a theme, as is the case with many magazines.
The June/July issue has always been a problem, since that’s the heart of the off-
season. Bowfishing, that issue’s original focus, turned into a clunker. But a lot of
you wanted to read more about elk, and since summer is the time when a lot of us
start preparing for elk season, our June/July issue will now focus on that magnifi-
cent animal.
       There you have it. We’re trying our best to remain responsive to our readers’
opinions without compromising our core values in any way. We hope these changes
will make the magazine better. We’re sure you’ll let us know your opinions, as you
always do!

T. J. Conrads

Don Thomas 
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Letters to the Editor
Dear TBM,

       Over the years I’ve read some excellent hunting stories

in your magazine. In the Feb/Mar 2016 issue Doug

Humphrey’s article “The Best Buck I Never Killed” is one of

the best. Is the story fact or fiction? Either way, it was great.

       Thank you for a wonderful publication. I look forward to

every issue.

Woodie DeChant

Avon Lake, OH

Dear TBM,

       I really enjoyed the article written by Stacy Sheppard (A

Bow for a Marine Feb/Mar 2016). This story brought back

memories of our son Aaron who was also a Marine and has

served two tours in Iraq. I agree with Mr. Sheppard; if you

ever have an opportunity to attend a Marine Corp boot camp

graduation, do it!

       When our son, Aaron, was seven-years old, I made him

a hickory selfbow. He and I would spend many hours togeth-

er shooting bows and guns at the local sports club.

       When he turned seventeen, he and some friends from

high school made big plans to join the Marines.

       This was a highly unexpected shock to my wife and me.

We decided (against Aaron’s will) to put this on hold until he

turned eighteen. After boot camp and other required train-

ing, Aaron’s Company was eventually deployed to Iraq. I will

never forget how hard that was for us.

       My wife, Donna, fashioned a different bow, one made out

of yellow ribbon, and tied to a locust tree in our front yard.

During the next seven months we would pray every day for

Aaron’s safety, as well as all Marines. We were now officially

part of the Marine Corp family. They were good at keeping

us informed of the casualties and other war related develop-

ments. It was a very difficult time as the Iraqi people were

having their first democratic election. Due to conflicts with

insurgents many of the young Marines were killed or

wounded. Some were close friends to our son.

       We were often asked how we were able to hold up under

so much pressure. We tell them learning to put our trust in

God is the secret! The yellow bow reminds us of that every

day.

       We also would receive e-mails from Aaron that would

help ease our minds. One story he shared was about a bow

he attempted to make during some R & R. It started out as

an old piece of 2x4 that over time turned into a fair-looking

Indian bow. His big plans of stringing, shooting the bow and

impressing his friends were crushed when the bow “snapped

and bashed into his head.” Hey, at least he tried and his only

http://www.rosecityarchery.com
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Dear TBM,

       I, too, was disturbed about the way Ducks Unlimited

treated Don Thomas. I also agree with Don about the chil-

dren in Maryland (Editorial, Apr/May 2016). How sad the

way it seems to be going in this country today.

       I’m a lot like Rich Lindner of Pennsylvania (Letters,

same issue): no computer, thus this hand-written letter. I

guess I’m all traditional! Not that I’m against wheel bows

and all, I just prefer stick and string bows, and happy to say

I thoroughly enjoy them.

       Keep up the good work. I appreciate what you and your

staff provide. Hunting is a privilege to cherish and pass

down to the next generation, and you are doing just that.

Ivan T.

Colorado

Dear TBM,

       Over the years I have read a lot of articles about hunt-

ing in adverse weather conditions. I am sure most dedicated

hunters have spent several hours hunting while they were

cold, wet, and miserable in the rain and snow.

       I still think at 73-years of age, that a bad weather day

in the woods with bow and arrow is better than a good

weather day most anyplace else.

Kenneth E. Haverstick

Salem, MO

Dear TBM,

       I received the current issue today and love the cover

photo of a canoe hunter. However, that does not appear to be

a check patterned personal flotation device he is wearing. I

have canoed and kayaked thousands of miles, including

Class V-VI whitewater, participated in numerous whitewater

rescues, and would not dream of entering water deeper than

my hips without a pfd, especially with hunting gear and an

unwieldy trophy on board. I hope readers can be reminded to

never embark without an approved pfd fully zipped and tied.

On the chance that the hunter really is wearing a check pat-

terned pfd, please let me know where to get one, so I can

attain similar heights of water borne fashion. I look forward

to reading this issue of my favorite magazine.

Jerry Liu

E-Mail

tool was a knife! We laughed with teary eyes.

       Over the months I developed a habit to touch that yel-

low bow every day after work thanking God for still being in

control! For seven months that bow survived wind, rain,

snow, heat, severe storms and squirrels! One of our neigh-

bors offered to replace the ragged bow with fresh ribbon. But

my wife said, “thank you for the thought, but that battered

bow represents our son, his fellow Marines and all the tough

times they’re going through.”

       One special day after work I followed my same routine-

touched the bow- thanked God for watching over our son and

proceeded to the house and, as usual, checked the phone for

messages.

       The light was flashing...the message said, “Hi Mom and

Dad, I’m back in the USA!” I cried and thanked the Lord

again. When my composure returned, I walked to the living

room window to see that wonderful yellow bow, only it wasn’t

there. I glanced at the ground and there it lay. It’s job was

complete. Symbolic of our son safely landing and standing on

good old American soil.

       I’m still making bows of hickory today, but none of them

compare to that very special yellow bow and what it stood

for!

       Thank you TBM for such a great publication! Been

enjoying it since the 1989 Fall issue.

Rich Brown 

Sun Prairie, WI

Dear TBM,

       The Apr/May 2016 editorial was right on the money. My

wife and I grew up just like you, and most of us from that

generation. We take pride in knowing that we raised our six

kids that way as well. In my opinion, there are far too many

public breastfeeding, paranoid, my-way-is-the-only-way, soc-

cer Moms getting their way. I remember walking home from

hunting, as a teenager, and a policeman stopping me, not

because I was carrying a .308 in the city limits, but to ask if

I’d seen anything! Nowadays that same teen would be con-

sidered a terrorist. I thank God every day for common

sensed people like you! Greatest magazine in print.

Jeff Coxen

       Jeff—Thanks for the kind words. We obviously share a

common viewpoint on modern society and its shortcomings. I

feel sorry for today’s kids getting fat in front of their video

game version of the real world. We appreciate your support

for TBM. Don
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EE
very bowhunter has an animal that is their neme-

sis, one that no matter how hard they plan and try

for continually eludes them. Being a traditional

bowhunter and accepting that the nature of our equipment

greatly increases the odds in our quarry’s favor makes deal-

ing with a “nemesis” even more difficult.

       My nemesis is a big buck mule deer. I have taken sever-

al nice bucks in the past in my home province of Alberta.

They came on great hunts and regardless of the size of the

horns, they were trophies in every sense of the word. I have

hunted in different parts of the province (Drumhellar, Milk

River, the Peace River country) and have had multiple

chances at really good mule deer bucks, but for a variety of

reasons well known to bowhunters they never came home

with me.

       In the northwest region of Alberta where I live, we have

seen a drastic reduction in our mule deer population due to

some very bad winters during the last ten years. Just when

the deer start to recover we get one or two years of big win-

ter kill, making good bucks very hard to find. In 2013, the

resident hunting regulations changed. In many Wildlife

Management Units (WMUs) across the province,

bowhunters now needed to draw an antlered mule deer tag

in order to hunt mule deer even in the archery season. This

change was a result of bowhunters having too much success

on buck mule deer in the archery season and having our har-

vest share exceed the 15% that is allowed.

       I grew up in the wildlife management unit where I

would be hunting. I had been building priority points for the

antlered mule deer draw and could get drawn at any time. I

decided that 2014 would be that year. I know many landown-

ers and started scouting and getting permission six weeks

What’s Your Nemesis?
By Brent Watson
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before the season opened on August 25th. This WMU is pre-

dominantly agricultural, with lots of broken country habi-

tats and forested areas.

       It would take a concentrated effort to try for a good

buck, because with the few tags available and the large

number of applicants, it would be almost thirty years before

I’d get drawn again. In discussions with other hunters it

looked as if I could be the only bowhunter in the entire unit.

This lack of pressure would help hunting a particular deer,

as I could take my time in ensuring the targeted buck would

be in a position for a high percentage stalk. If not I would

bide my time until he was.

       Although my draw tag would be good until the end of

November, the archery season in this part of the province is

the best time to take a good mule deer buck with archery

tackle. They are in full velvet then and spend a great deal of

time in open pea and canola fields where they have access to

preferred feed and bed right in the fields, thus avoiding dam-

age to their sensitive horns. They are easier to find and mon-

itor than at any other time of the year. Once they shed their

velvet in mid-September, they virtually disappear until the

rut in mid-November. By then you are dealing with cold tem-

The author’s tree stand overlooking a water hole.

http://www.stjoeriverbows.com
http://www.tbirdarchery.com
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peratures and snow conditions, less daylight, erratic deer

patterns, bucks with does, too many eyes, and increased

pressure from rifle hunters.

       In my six weeks of scouting, I found a few bucks that I

put on the list as potential candidates. Friends were also giv-

ing me tips on deer they were seeing. I was pleasantly sur-

prised at the numbers of bucks out there. To make better use

of my time as opening day drew near, I narrowed down the

hunt area to a 10x4-mile block that held six big bucks. I

planned to hunt dawn to dark, monitor these individual

bucks, and only make a play when they were in a favorable

position, declining low percentage stalks that would only

educate them, put them on alert, or move them out of the

area.

       Opening morning found me sitting in the dark on a hill

overlooking a pea field with a large bluff in the middle. As

the sun broke the horizon, I searched the field for the three

bucks that were there the previous night. All three were big,

with the two biggest easily breaking the 180-inch mark. As

it got lighter and lighter, it was evident the only thing

around was me. I hiked back to the truck and headed out to

check the other areas I had scouted. Over the next five days

I made lots of stalks, getting close and getting busted, mov-

ing in but then backing out because of the changing wind, or

just watching the deer moving off in the wrong direction. I

tried getting ahead of traveling bucks, but they never did

what I thought they would. Anticipating what mule deer

might do is like herding cats.

       An earlier than normal harvest was also creating havoc

with my plans. On several occasions I came back to a field to

The surprise visit of two young bull moose 
entertained the author in his stand.
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check on bucks I had watched at first light only to find a

swather or combine working the field and the deer gone,

sometimes moving over a mile to new locations. It was hot

and dry, with no moisture in sight to slow the harvest. Time

was getting tight, as once the crops come off, the deer tend to

hide out in the bluffs and bush edges and do not spend time

out in the open.

       The afternoon of August 29 found me hiking along the

edge of the pea field where I had sat opening morning. In my

observation rounds I had seen the trio of bucks several

times, but they were always out in the middle of the field or

close to the big bluff. That bluff is ideal for them, as its mid-

dle is full of tall grass and the surrounding willow clumps

and trees provide great shade and cover. It is impossible to

get close because sneaking through the noisy peas is not an

option and they always seem to bed with their backs to the

wind and their eyes looking ahead downwind. The deer had

trails through the peas, and some of these spider web trails

came together near the top of the field along the bush line. I

was hiking this edge to see what ambush possibilities might

exist.

       Halfway down the field a point of short trees and tall

grass jutted out into the open. One of the main deer trails

converged at this point. I was checking where this trail was

headed and stumbled into a small waterhole just inside the

trees. The waterhole was fifty feet long and twenty-five feet

wide. Deer tracks were everywhere. On the downwind side of

the waterhole stood a bunch of scattered aspen saplings with

tall grass throughout. With my trimmers, I made a blind fif-

teen yards from the east edge of the waterhole where one of

the trails came to the water’s edge. It was midafternoon, and

I thought I would hunker in there to see what would happen.

I could see the entire field, the bluff in the middle, and the

trails coming my direction.

       I had been in the blind for almost two hours when a

small 3x3 wandered out of the bluff and into the field. A

small 4x4 and then one of the two big guys soon followed.

The three bucks then meandered around in the peas, nib-

bling here and there before lining out and making their way

slowly up the main trail to the point. I started to think this

was going to work! The big guy was at the rear, but just

before the point the other two stopped to nibble more peas

and he passed them. Perfect! I was ready, with tension on the

string and my bow slightly raised. He came through the

sparse trees heading to the shooting lane at fifteen yards

and then abruptly turned along the edge of the waterhole

through the grass and dropped to the water at the other end.

He was broadside, but over 30 yards—too far for me. He

finally backed up and headed west. The other two came

down my trail, filled up, and followed their big buddy.

       I felt somewhat disappointed, but I knew this was going

to be the spot. Time was running out with the early harvest

in high gear and deer were not staying in one location very

long, but this waterhole held lots of promise. I knew of three

great bucks using the area, and the peas were not yet har-

vest ready. I decided to put all my eggs in this basket.

       The next day at noon my wife Carrie and I made our

way back to the waterhole. The plan was to put a tree stand

on the east side of the water. It took some engineering to get

the ladder and portable stand set up in the only tree big

enough, which happened to have a mean lean to it. We had

to graft a four-foot chunk of new “tree” to this one at the top

of the tree stand so the stand would be level, using lots of

ratchet straps! After we anchored the climbing safety rope

and trimmed the shooting lanes, we were all set. I planned

to sit there until I killed one of the bigger bucks.

       We walked back to the truck, and I got geared up to go

back and sit until dark. It was early afternoon and still plen-

ty warm. Carrie left to go sit a ground blind we had set up at

a dugout to try to get a duck with her bow. As I settled into

the stand things looked good, since I’m always excited and

http://www.grizzlybroadheads.com
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optimistic when sitting a new stand.

       My head was on a swivel constantly, like an owl. I had

to keep an eye out in all directions, because a buck could

show up at anytime from anywhere. Mule deer are not strict-

ly early morning, late evening critters. A couple of hours

after getting into the stand, I saw something step out of the

big bluff—a small bull moose! He fed into the peas, and out

popped another one that could have been his twin. The first

bull stepped into the water twenty minutes later, broadside

at twenty yards. I left the bow on its hook and took some pic-

tures. The second bull soon joined the first. Lots of roasts,

steaks and burger stood right there in front of me, but I

knew if I killed one of those bulls the commotion would also

spook the mulie bucks out of here. I let them walk and sat

the rest of the evening without seeing any of the big bucks.

       I was in the stand before daylight the next morning. Sun

came up, and I glassed the field full of anticipation but saw

nothing. I left the stand late morning to stretch my legs and

go to a friend’s house nearby to eat lunch. I only made it a

hundred yards before I saw two deer cross the main road

and enter the peas. It was the two big guys, and they were

headed towards the bluff—and maybe to the waterhole.

After climbing quickly back into the tree, I watched the

bucks make their way onto the bluff. Nothing happened

until about three o’clock, when they came out the other side

and wandered through the peas, nibbling here and there and

occasionally bedding down.

       This went on for five hours. It was getting late in the

evening when the neighbor pulled a combine into his field

and started to take his wheat crop off—bang, clang, dust in

the air. None of it bothered those bucks, which were just

across the fence from the racket. With just under an hour of

legal light left, one buck bee-lined for the point. He was still

a quarter mile away but coming fast. I thought he was com-

ing to water before bedding down for the night. Two hundred

yards out, he shifted direction and headed straight south

into a big piece of scattered willow and grass. Darkness fell,

and he was a no-show. I slipped out quietly. It had been a

long fourteen-hour day in the stand, but well worth it. The

bucks were here!

       Right at first light the next morning I sneaked along the

edge very slowly, constantly glassing ahead and out into the

field. I wanted to make sure I wouldn’t spook the bucks

going in or right at the stand. The coast was clear, and I set-

tled in. Glassing the field showed no sign of any deer, but I

knew they were there somewhere.

       About half an hour after getting into the stand, I looked

over my shoulder into the field and saw three bucks. I must

have walked by them on the way in, as there is a small swale

that kept them out of sight. Close call! These weren’t the reg-

ular bucks, but I had seen the bigger one on several occa-

sions. He wasn’t one of the big two on the list, but he was a

“buck in the hand” and would do nicely if he got close

enough: a big 5x4, wide with huge front forks, heavy, and

great velvet. The deer were moving steadily along with the

bigger one in the lead. He never broke stride as he left the

field and came down a trail to the water. I was at half draw

when he broke into the shooting lane, and as he turned

slightly to take the trail along the waterhole’s edge I hit

anchor and the arrow was gone. I watched the big ball of yel-

low and knew when the arrow was half way there the shot

was perfect. The arrow hit with a thump and buried to the

fletch into the opposite shoulder. The buck rocketed off and

made a mad dash before going down seventy-five yards

away. Mission accomplished—persistence, patience, staying

focused, being able to adapt to changing conditions all paid

off. I’d met my nemesis and beaten it.

      Brent Watson hunts exclusively with traditional equip-

ment. Has been the president of the Alberta Bowhunters

Association for the past eleven years.

Equipment Notes

Brent hunted with a 51# Jack Kempf Kwyk Styk recurve,
Alaskan Grizzly Stick shafts, and 150-gr. Silver Flame
broadheads.

The author with his well-earned mule deer.



HH
aving literally “written the

book” (see author bio note) on

caribou, I should have no

trouble picking a prime spot to hunt

them. I suppose this was true during

the fifteen years that I hunted the huge

herds of barren-ground caribou in the

Northwest Territories and northern

Yukon, and also studied them as a pro-

fessional biologist. But it certainly isn’t

the case when it comes to the small, dis-

junct herds of mountain caribou scat-

tered through the mountains of central

and southern Yukon where I now make

my home. So, when I got a permit to

guide my friend Mike Uchikura, an

accomplished traditional bowhunter

from Alberta, on a caribou hunt in the

Yukon, I agonized for weeks beforehand

about where to take him.

    At last I settled on the Ogilvie

Mountains along the Dempster

Highway, the narrow ribbon of gravel

that winds its way from Dawson City—

the boomtown spawned by the great

Klondike Goldrush of 1898—across the

Arctic Circle, all the way to Inuvik on

the Mackenzie River Delta, within a
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stone’s throw of the Arctic Ocean. As

caribou habitat, the Ogilvies have it all:

rolling cotton grass tundra interspersed

with willow runs, dwarf birch flats sur-

rounded by rugged alpine peaks and

ridges, and thick patches of black

spruce and lichen at lower elevations.

The ranges of three different herds of

caribou overlap there: the Fortymile

and Porcupine herds of barren-ground

caribou shared between Alaska and the

Yukon, and the Hart River herd of the

mountain caribou subspecies. The

southern Ogilvies also feature some of

the most spectacular scenery on the

planet, hence the recent creation of the

2200-square-kilometer Tombstone

Territorial Park to protect this wilder-

ness from development. Best of all, we

would be hunting during the last week

in August and early September, when

the mountains are at their most mag-

nificent, clad in golden willows, scarlet

bearberry, burnt orange dwarf birches,

and purple blueberry.

    After the ten-hour drive from my

cabin, we set up our camp on a high

prominence overlooking a willow-filled

valley falling away to the North Fork

River and then sweeping up to the

Tombstone range. Mike was up early

the next morning, scanning the valley

and slopes through his spotting scope.

You would think that caribou should be

easy to spot on the open tundra, but the

immensity of the country plays tricks

on your senses. Animals that you think

would jump out at you through binocu-

lars appear as tiny, barely visible dots
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through a powerful scope. The caribou’s

coat blends perfectly with the autumn

tan cotton grass, and the landscape is

full of little swales, hollows, and brush

patches where a small herd can disap-

pear in a moment. Most of the time you

just catch a glimpse of a white mane or

rump patch, or an antler sticking up

that to a first casual glance seems just

another willow silhouetted on a ridge-

line. You have to check any tiny detail

that looks out of place.

    But Mike, a veteran big game hunter

with superb eyes, soon spotted half a

dozen caribou a couple of miles across

the valley. We drank coffee and watched

the band alternately disappear and

reappear while we confirmed to our dis-

appointment that they were all cows.

Since it was just the first morning I

suggested that we drive along the high-

way, stopping at high viewpoints to scan

the huge valleys and long ridges that

form the caribou’s migration routes.

    At our first stop, I spotted a moose in

the willows on a marshy flat dotted

with shallow lakes and tundra ponds.

Two pairs of swans and small flocks of

bluebills were feeding on the largest

lake, and Mike was revelling in the

flock of willow ptarmigan making new-

to-him sounds in the brush above us.

Whether one is a hunter or not, the

open panoramas of the Ogilvies are a

wildlife viewer’s paradise. Since we

both had moose tags as well as caribou

tags we tried to grow antlers on the

moose as it mooched through the wil-

lows, but she insisted on remaining a

cow. The same gender identity applied

to the eight caribou that Mike located

resting on a low bench beyond the

moose, so we moved on.

    Next, we stopped to watch a blond

grizzly feeding across the berry-rich

slopes to the west of the road. Then a few

miles later we spotted a distinctive pat-

tern of white dots indicating a band of

Dall’s sheep, but they were so far up the

valley that even through the spotting

scope we couldn’t be certain whether

they were ewes or rams. Besides, a cari-

bou for Mike was our priority.
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    By early afternoon the overcast and

intermittent drizzle that had accompa-

nied us on our previous day’s drive and

throughout the morning gradually gave

way to sunshine. We pulled in beside

the Blackstone River, set up our second

camp, and ate some lunch.

    All the friends who regularly hunt

with me know that I employ a sophisti-

cated technique carefully honed over

the years. I explained it to Mike this

way: “When you aren’t seeing the big

game animals that you want, it’s

because you are sending out aggressive

brainwaves. The animals sense them

and hide from you. The solution is to lie

down and take a nap to calm down

those alarming signals.” (I find that I

am employing this excellent strategy

more and more often now that I have

entered my eighth decade of life. It

seems to work particularly well on

sunny afternoons.) Having explained

this tactic to Mike, I curled up in the

late August sunshine to demonstrate.

He elected to stay by the spotting scope

to see how my method worked.

    Mike waited the better part of an

hour until I woke up to report that a big

bull caribou had sky-lined on a hilltop a

few miles from camp almost as soon as

I went to sleep and then vanished

again. Had it been me on my first hunt

for caribou, I would have awakened my

partner immediately, probably with a

kick in the ribs. But Mike is a consider-
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ate and patient guy, two excellent char-

acteristics in a bowhunting partner.

    We were able to drive to within a

couple of miles of the spot where Mike

had last seen the bull. Just as I edged

the truck off the gravel, a bang loud as

a rifle shot exploded under the hood and

the truck started sounding like an old

tractor missing its muffler. Clearly we

had a mechanical problem, but we

would confront that later, after we had

made a try for Mike’s caribou.

    Knowing the caribou’s propensity for

constant travel, I suggested that we

make a wide loop downwind to the

northeast, the direction the migrating

animals of the Hart River herd general-

ly take at this time of year. If we didn’t

see the bull or other caribou, we would

eventually circle back upwind to the

hilltop where Mike had first spotted it.

Although at a distance tundra appears

smooth as a golf course inviting a pleas-

ant stroll, Mike was about to find out

that even the steep, rugged coulees of the

southern Alberta badlands where he

hunts mule deer, elk, and antelope can’t

conjure up hiking as difficult as the

Ogilvie Mountains tundra. We shoul-

dered our packs and staggered off. I say

staggered not because of the weight of

our packs, but because of the difficulty of

negotiating the maze of cotton grass tus-

socks, which ranged in size from a soft-

ball to a big medicine ball. If you try to

balance and step from one rounded
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clump to another they tip over sideways,

sending you stumbling and plunging

your foot into the cold, mucky water

lurking in between. If you step over them

each stride requires twice the energy of

normal walking, and you still have to

feel around for secure footing in the

dark, soggy crevices between the tus-

socks. We also had to cross a rushing

creek deeply incised into the permafrost,

with tangled willows, alders, and slip-

pery boulders guarding the banks.

Despite all these hazards, we tried to

watch our feet as little as possible so we

could scan ahead for the caribou.

    Three hours later we had meandered

over several miles of tundra along the

caribou’s most likely route of travel. We

had stopped several times on patches of

higher dry ground to sit and scrutinize

the terrain ahead, and simply to revel

in the joy of being alive and on the hunt

in such majestic country. But we had

not seen the caribou. Now we had

almost reached the summit where Mike

had originally spotted the bull. “Mike,

get ready. You’ll be seeing your caribou

in the next few hundred yards,” I said

cheerily, belying my secret fear that the

bull had somehow given us the slip

while we were hiking.

    To take a final breather and relieve

the tension, we stopped to shoot a cou-

ple of arrows. I distinctly remember my

first shot went hugely low—the scale

and openness of the country fooled me

once again. Everything looks closer

than it is. Something else suddenly

looked closer too: the squalls that had

been bypassing us all afternoon, sailing

to the east and north of us, producing

an ever-changing play of dramatic light

across enormous vistas of tundra and

mountains. Unnoticed, they had coa-

lesced into a solid, black wall of cloud

moving toward us like the approach of

Doom.

    We had climbed less than a couple of

hundred yards farther when my predic-

tion became truth. “Mike, get down—

there he is!” I stage whispered, as I sud-

denly spotted the bull’s antlers appear-

ing over the skyline as he headed

straight for us at a fast trot. We hit the

tundra and rolled out of our packs.

    Anyone who has spent much time

hunting or photographing caribou will

be familiar with their curiosity and

their habit of circling downwind so their

sense of smell can confirm what their

eyes have seen. True to form, Mike’s

bull did exactly that. I started making

burps and grunts, trying to imitate the

sounds made by cow caribou when

searching for their calves, trying to con-

fuse the bull and make him stop. But he

kept going and soon would be down-

wind, crossing our scent trail. I practi-

cally dislocated my neck twisting my

head around trying to keep track of him

without moving, but he trotted out of

my sight. After a moment of suspense,

Mike’s voice warned me: “George, stay

down. I’m going to shoot!”

    I heard the wind in the feathers of

the arrow as it passed above me. I

flipped over just in time to see the

arrow speeding toward the caribou. It

appeared low and too far back. I

thought it would pass under him, but it

smacked into the bull’s underbelly, and

he galloped off.

    As swiftly as the arrow struck so did

a wall of rain and hail, driven before a

fierce wind and punctuated by light-

ning and explosions of thunder. As I

ripped open my pack to get at my

raingear, I saw Mike running down the

slope, trying to keep the caribou in

sight. The intensity of the storm had me

soaked to the skin before I could get

organized, and I could feel myself cool-

ing down by the second. Having spent

much of my life in the sub-arctic, I have

been out countless times in frigid win-

ter temperatures—readings of 40 and

50 degrees below zero and wind-chills

even down to 80 or 90 below—without

ever being really cold. But I have been

hypothermic twice in temperatures well

above freezing, both times in the moun-

tains with soaking rain and high winds.

This was threatening to become the

third such experience.

    I got my pack on and caught up with

Mike. The wounded caribou had bedded

down and was almost invisible in a big

flat of willows just a few hundred yards

below. Mike was watching it carefully.

Fortunately the rain had stopped,

replaced by a brilliant rainbow. I put on

dry clothes and settled in to watch.

Mike, normally a deadly shot with his

recurve, was beating himself up as he

tried to reconstruct his poor hit. Was it

the wind, or did he misjudge the dis-

tance? We agreed on one thing: the fact

that the caribou had bedded down so

soon boded well. Though it was already

after seven in the evening we resolved

to wait no matter how long it took until

we could retrieve his animal.

    The caribou got up and moved a

short distance just once more before its
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head sank to the tundra, and after one

last shudder it died. I photographed

Mike with his bull as rainbows danced

across the valley. Then the rain started

again as we got to work butchering and

caping the bull. It was almost dark

when we finished.

    Yukon regulations, like Alaska’s, for-

bid taking the antlers of a game animal

before all the meat has been hauled

from the field, so we each loaded up a

couple of quarters and started downhill.

We were staggering even more than

before, since we now had some weight

in our packs and were navigating the

uneven tundra and sopping willows in

darkness, by the feeble beams of our

headlamps. Then, somewhere in the

rain and blackness my pack frame col-

lapsed. Unbeknownst to me, the welds

had apparently broken on an earlier

sheep hunt. I fumbled around ineffectu-

ally, cursing until the methodical Mike

took over and managed to jury rig the

pack together again. When we got back

to camp at 2:30 in the morning, I poured

water out of my boots, clothing, and var-

ious body parts.

    We got to do it all over again the next

day when we retrieved the rest of the

caribou. As it turned out, it was a good

thing Mike did get the caribou on the

first day because the truck had blown

out a spark plug. We weren’t going to do

any more driving except to try to make

it back to Whitehorse.

    We covered the 400 miles back home

sounding like a Harley motorcycle, with

the windows open to disperse the smell

of the raw gas blowing out of the spark-

plug hole. But the long, uncomfortable

drive back (one day ahead of a blizzard

that completely shut down the

Dempster) could not dim Mike’s good

humor. Like the gold seekers on the

trail of ’98 before him, he had found his

treasure in the Klondike, at the end of

the rainbow.

    George Calef has worked as a profes-

sional biologist in northern Canada for

forty-five years, save for an eight-year

stint in Botswana. He is the author of

Caribou and the barren-lands. In addi-

tion to caribou, he has studied wolves,

bison, polar bears, falcons, and ele-

phants. He and his wife Brodie live in

the Yukon Mountains, where they some-

times see caribou in their yard.
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Mike and the author with Mike’s barren ground caribou.

Editor’s Note

George Calef ’s Caribou and the barren

lands won Canada’s highest literary

award for an illustrated book. It was the

catalyst that sparked a dream in me, one

that has taken me to the far north ten

times to bowhunt four different sub-

species of this majestic animal. My copy,

shown here, is weathered and dog earred,

but still resides in my library for myriad

reasons, not the least of which is to revisit

the wonderful images and knowledge

within this well-researched and fascinat-

ing book.

Caribou and the barren lands is available from many sources, including eBay,

Amazon.com, and other retailers. If you are interested in learning about the cari-

bou that inhabit North America, this book is a must read.—T.J. Conrads
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n January of 2004, Dave Kueber, a

longtime friend with whom I had

hunted often in my home state of

Georgia, called and invited me for one

more chance at black bears in coastal

Alaska. “This time,” he promised, “due

to your proven bad luck and incompe-

tence, we are going to Bear Heaven.”

Dave went on to explain that although

he had a couple of specific destinations

in mind, Bear Heaven was not a partic-

ular place, but a strategy that involved

going the extra mile, and extra expense,

to get away from other hunters and to a

remote area with unmolested bears.

    Dave planned to network with a cou-

ple of pilot buddies to find out where

they were seeing bears and not seeing

outfitters. One is not supposed to have

to go to that much trouble to kill a bear

in Alaska, but when one is unlucky and

incompetent, one has to find Bear

Heaven. A few years earlier, on my first

trip with Dave, I choked on an easy shot

at a big boar on the last morning of a

very tough hunt on which we spent

more time just trying to survive rough

seas and faulty gear than actually

hunting. On my second trip, another old

friend, Steve Hohensee, took me to his

hotspot after swearing me to secrecy.

We saw nothing and later found out

that seventeen bears had already been

taken off that particular tide flat. I

would tell you where it is, but you prob-

ably already know—everyone else

apparently does. My third trip, again

with Dave, was so uneventful that my

only memory of it involved two mink

getting stuck in a crab trap and keeping

us up all night.

    So on an unseasonably warm and

sunny Sunday morning in early May,

Dave, his twelve-year-old son Jake, and

I flew out to a remote inlet that will
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remain nameless so that I can keep

Kueber as a friend and hunting buddy.

Prepared for eight days of hunting, we

set up camp on a tiny bench beneath

massive fir trees just off the water’s

edge a mile from the grass-covered tidal

flat at the back of the inlet. White-

capped mountains rose straight up

around us in every direction, and the

only sound was the roar of several near-

by waterfalls fed by the same melting

snow that should have been rousing

monster black bears from their dens.

    Before we finished unpacking, Dave

pulled me out to the rocky shore, handed

me his binoculars, pointed across a half

mile of water with a big smile, and said,

“Bear Heaven.” Two tiny black spots

moved on a ribbon of green at the shore’s

edge, and our binoculars turned them

into shiny black bears feeding on what

would turn out to be one of three tidal

flats within rafting distance of our camp.

    There was way too much expectation

in the tent for much sleep that first

night. Dave was excited about the possi-

bility of arrowing a brown bear, which

were known to frequent this area, and

Jake was chattering as twelve-year-olds

do, mostly trying to figure out when on

this hunt he was going to be allowed to

take his bear. Although Jake really

wanted to take a bear with his longbow,

his father insisted that at his age he

needed to take his first with a gun. Too

excited to sleep, my fertile mind

churned with scenarios that could keep

me from getting a bear in this target

rich environment. Could a freak storm

come in and ruin the hunt? Or maybe

an outfitter would arrive that night,

and eight gun hunters would be firing

at bears at first light before we even hit

the water. Eventually I drifted off into a

fitful sleep and had a dream in which a

huge bear kept posing broadside only a

couple of yards in front of me. Despite

pulling my bow back as far as humanly

possible I could get no tension on the

string, and my arrow just kept plopping

to the ground.

    We were up at first light. Although

standard operating procedure on a

coastal Alaska bear hunt is to hunt late

afternoon to dark, we were too excited

to sit around, so shortly after dawn all

three of us grabbed our weapons,

jumped in our little raft, and motored

off. We saw our first two bears while we

were still hundreds of yards out in the

bay. We were watching them when Jake

pointed out a small but beautiful cinna-

mon boar feeding toward us on the

opposite shore. Dave looked at me,

knowing that I was not fussy, and

asked, “Do you want him? He looks

stalkable.”

    I did and he was. Dave dropped me

several hundred yards to the west, and

the bear and I worked toward each

other. The tide was high so there was

not much beach with which to work, but

by using downed trees and an occasion-

al boulder for cover, I was able to close

quickly within fifty yards. Then, out of

cover, I perched behind a rock and

watched the bear as he fed toward me

in the sunshine. Suddenly, my quarry

just turned and walked into the woods.

    Since he gave no indication of alarm,

I decided to sit tight and enjoy the

scenery. A gentle breeze was blowing off

the water straight into the forest, and

the only sound was the gentle lapping of

the waves. A pair of otters ran around

on the beach a few hundred yards away,

a harbor seal watched me from the

water, and the air was alive with ducks

and gulls. It sure did feel good to be

back in Alaska!

    I was daydreaming when my brown

friend popped back out right where he

had disappeared earlier. Between us ran

a shallow creek with several car-size

rocks strewn around both sides. Then

ten yards of open grass led up to my
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perch. The bear began feeding again and

worked his way down to the edge of the

creek. Then he looked up, sniffed the air,

and began walking deliberately for the

woods. I knew that if he circled behind

me in the trees he would smell me, so I

picked a spot on his side and got ready

to shoot. At twenty yards, he would pass

broadside between two big rocks, so I

drew when he went behind the first and

released as he passed through the open-

ing. My arrow looked and felt perfect, so

I was shocked when I saw a spark fly

and my white fletched arrow sailed over

the bear’s back. The bear took off, and

we never did see it again.

    Where had that rock come from? I

walked over and saw that what I

thought were two rocks was actually

one big rock with a cutout in the mid-

dle. Had I shot just a smidgeon higher, I

would be the owner of a nice cinnamon

black bear rug. Although I have to

admit that “not again” entered my

mind, I’d shot a good arrow, and from

the numerous piles of bear scat nearby,

I felt confident that there would be

another chance.

    And a few hours before dark, there

was. Hunting alone, I was picking my

way along some rocks just outside the

woods’ edge on a large grass flat when a

bear stepped out a few hundred yards

away. The tide was low, and a hundred

yards of mud and sand lay between the

flat and the water. For some reason, this

bear walked across the grass all the way

to the water’s edge and continued until

he was straight out from where I was

hunkered down in the rocks with an

arrow on the string. He stopped, looked

toward me, and then began walking my

way. At fifteen yards, he lowered his

head and began pulling grass, his cinna-

mon coat glowing in the sun. I was so

amazed that this bear had just covered

hundreds of yards to stop right in front

of me that at first I hesitated to shoot. A

minute later he posed perfectly broad-

side, and I drew and released without a

thought. The arrow hit his midsection,

and he let out a horrific growl as he

swirled around to see what had dis-

turbed his dinner. Finding nothing, he

padded his way to the rocks ten yards

away from me, pausing only to stare my

way before entering the woods.

    Seconds later, he began growling and

breaking brush just inside the woods

right in front of me as I readied another

arrow. I am not ashamed to admit that

this resident of suburban Atlanta felt a

bit anxious at that point. After all, the

bear could no doubt see me standing on

a rock in the wide open, pointing a

sharp stick at him. After what seemed

like several minutes, there was silence.

My shot had been a little farther back

than intended but I still felt it was

lethal, so I crept toward the woods to

retrieve my pack and quietly slipped

down to the beach to wait for the raft.
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    After a shot, I’m usually in a highly

agitated state. In this case, I sat against

a rock and replayed the entire scene in

my mind. Then I started to worry. What

if I had shot a brown bear? My bear

sure looked brown in the sun, but the

fact that he might be a brown bear had

never entered my mind before the shot.

That would be a big problem, since I

didn’t have a brown bear tag. No, that

couldn’t happen, I thought—there were

lots of brown blackies around. But what

if I had? By the time Dave pulled up, I

was a nervous wreck.

    “Well, how did you do?” he asked.

    “I shot one but haven’t found it yet,

and we might have a problem.”

    “Bad shot?”

    “No, but it was brown and it might be

a brown bear.”

    Dave started laughing and said, “You

didn’t shoot a brown bear. Believe me,

you would know a brown bear if you

saw one. Anyway, why did you shoot if

you weren’t sure?”

    “I was absolutely sure when I shot it,

but then I went nuts.”

    Then Dave told me that Jake had

shot a nice, unrubbed black bear, one of

ten feeding on their flat that evening.

Because it was getting dark, they took a

few pictures and then left the bear for

us to retrieve in the morning.

    As we ate another freeze dried din-

ner, Jake and Dave were exuberant over

our success, while I still felt excited and

apprehensive about what we would find

the next morning. After dinner we

turned in, but I couldn’t sleep and kept

talking about my experience.

    “Listen,” Dave finally said. “Brown

bears are huge, and you didn’t shoot

one. You’re an experienced hunter—quit

worrying!”

    “I’ve only seen three grizzlies in my

whole life!” I said. “I live in Atlanta,

down in Georgia! We don’t have brown

bears. What if he looked like a black

bear, but was a really midget brownie?”

    They both laughed and Dave said,
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“You’re really losing it. They don’t make

midget brown bears.”

    “Why not?” I replied. “They make

midget hogs. I‘ve killed a few of them

myself, and I’ve seen you with a couple,

too. You know—the kind that are full

grown two-hundred pounders when you

shoot them, but only weigh seventy

pounds when you find them.” They

laughed and pleaded with me to shut up

and go to sleep, which I eventually did.

    As soon as the sun’s rays reached the

water we entered the woods, where we

found blood splattered on the rocks

near where I had taken my stand the

previous afternoon. We followed the

sign to the spot where the beast’s growl-

ing and thrashing had put a little fright

into me. The ground was torn up and

bloody, and the blood trail dropped

quickly into a tangle of devil’s club. We

worked carefully through the brush,

Dave full of confidence, me still a little

apprehensive. The trail was faint but

steady for forty yards, and we worked it

slowly, with one of us on each side and

Jake bringing up the rear. The spoor

soon became scarce, so Dave slipped a

few yards ahead just out of sight.

    “Here he is,” Dave then said calmly.

   “What? Did you find more blood?”

    “No, but your bear is dead up here,

and he’s a nice one.”

    “He’s not a...” I started to ask.

    “He’s a black bear, you loser. Like I

said he would be.” Dave sometimes has

to hide his incredible admiration for my

hunting skill by calling me names.

    It’s hard to describe how I felt when

I put my hands on that bear although

most hunters know—that wonderful

feeling of achieving a hard earned goal

in the company of friends. We all shook

hands, and I thanked Dave for the hard

work he’d put in helping me get a bear

and the hard work that he would cer-

tainly do now. The bear was a mature

brown phase black bear with a nice long

coat and just a couple of rubbed spots,

and I was one happy and relieved

bowhunter.

    After skinning and quartering my

bear and wrestling everything into our

raft, we headed out to do the same with

Jake’s bruin. The tide was high, so we

floated almost all the way to the car-

cass. As we approached, it became evi-

dent that not much would be left to sal-

vage. A monster black bear was munch-

ing happily on what was left of Jake’s

kill, and he didn’t look anxious to leave.

As he stood popping his teeth at us,

Dave and I exited the raft and

approached to within thirty yards. At

that point, the seven-footer walked off

reluctantly, never running and never

taking his eyes off of us. We pulled the

raft right up to what was left of the

bear, but were only able to salvage the

head and paws. Jake was understand-

ably upset, but he’s a tough kid and

soon accepted that he would still have

some wonderful memories, great pic-

tures, and a shiny white skull to com-

memorate his first bear.

    Jake and I spent the rest of the trip

watching his father try to fill his tag. He

did miss the same seven-footer that ate

Jake’s bear, but despite several close

encounters never got close enough for

another shot. As the weather grew

warmer, the bears grew scarcer.

Although Bear Heaven had moved to

another location by week’s end, Dave

was still happy. Although he didn’t get a

bear on that trip, he did get me off his

back for a while, which I am sure was

gratification enough.

    Matt Schuster lives outside Atlanta,

Georgia, where he runs a small sales

agency in the footwear industry. He has

been a Councilman in the Professional

Bowhunters Society and is active in his

state bowhunting organization.
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Dave and Jake trying to get a raft full of meat to deep water before the
tide gets out too far.

Equipment Notes

On this hunt, Matt carried a rare 58#
Buchanan Swamp Rooter recurve. He
shot a 2216 aluminum arrow with
half of a 2016 glued up front, a 125-
grain Wensel Woodsman head, and a
100-grain steel insert added for extra
weight.
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“Turkey Fooling” Whitetails
By Marv Clyncke

II
n the early 1970s, when I started hunting whitetails in

Nebraska (we didn’t have them in Colorado then), I

was hunting them on the ground as I did mule deer

here in the high mountains. It didn’t take me long to find out

that everyone I knew who was taking good whitetail bucks

was doing it from trees. I built some tree stands, made some

tree steps, and started climbing. At first, I was following the

steps of successful Nebraska hunters and going eighteen to

twenty-five feet up. Gary Ginther, a good hunting friend, told

me I didn’t need to be that high. I didn’t like hunting that

high at all as the shot angle on an animal was bad, and I did-

n’t like being that far off the ground in the first place. So I

started moving down, first to twelve feet or so and then

lower. I liked that a lot better, but I did see one great disad-

vantage right away. A lot of the deer would spot me, especial-

ly if they were coming directly at me from the front. I would

get caught rattling horns, and they’d spot the movement

instantly. Using a decoy helped a lot, as the bucks would be

eyeing the decoy and not looking for danger in the trees.

Still, being so low created problems.

       One day in the mid-1980s, I was eight feet up in my

stand along the Platte River in western Nebraska during the

first week of November. Deer were moving well, and I was

getting responses to my rattling. I had just spooked a buck

that saw me trying to get my longbow off the hook when I

saw a two-point buck and two does headed right to me. As

they approached to fifteen yards, the doe saw me, jerked to a

stop, and stared. For some reason I just turkey clucked with

my voice, as my good friend Jim Dougherty had taught me

to during turkey hunting escapades. The reaction was

The author with his first whitetail called in using
turkey talk.
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instantaneous as the doe looked away, then at the other two

deer, and then back at me. When I clucked again, she

dropped her head and the deer all proceeded to walk right

under my stand. I was shocked to say the least, and I know

my jaw had dropped to my shirt collar as I wondered how

that deer could think I was a 210-pound turkey!

       That afternoon I had the decoy set up, and a buck ran in

with his hair standing on end and butt-kicking on his mind.

He charged right up to the decoy and was about to hit it

when I shot him. I should have had my camera ready and

taken photos of him beating up my decoy. I didn’t get a

chance to try my turkey fooling on him, but it wasn’t long

before that chance came.

       The following year I was back in the same tree, again

about eight feet high, when I heard a buck grunting from a

swamp to my right. I grunted back at him. He came busting

out of the cattails and slammed on the brakes at fifteen

yards, looking right at me. I clucked, and he instantly

relaxed, looked around, and then back at me. When I clucked

again, he really relaxed. I was about to fall out of the tree

trying to keep from laughing out loud! How could that buck

think I was a turkey? He turned to walk in front of me, and

I put a broadhead through both lungs. Not only had I taken

a nice buck, but I had really pulled the wool over his eyes!

       I decided to take my turkey fooling a little further. I

built a 24-inch-long fold-up decoy holder with a tree step

screw so I could screw it into the tree just under my stand. I

put a hen decoy in the bracket so that it was right in front of

my feet, sticking up just above the stand platform. I rea-

soned that would really fool those deer. I used it several

times and it seemed to work. The only problem was that if I

took the holder and the hen decoy, I had too much gear to

carry into the woods when I went very far.

       So, the next time I went in I didn’t take the turkey

decoy. I started carrying a diaphragm turkey call in my jack-

et pocket, where I could get to it quickly. Sometimes when I

voice cluck I get a catch in my throat and it sounds like a

squashed bird! Sometimes I start coughing too, so I felt more

confident with the call in my mouth.

       Later, I was rattling and grunting and had a small buck

come in. He looked at me, and I could see his eyes widen as

if he didn’t like what he was seeing. I clucked, and he

relaxed. I clucked again when he looked back at me, and he

just calmly walked off. I knew then I had really hit on some-

thing. I was fooling those whitetails really well.

       Late the next afternoon I did it again on a really nice

buck that was chasing several does around the woods below

me, but I never could get a good broadside shot at him. First

http://www.selwayarcheryproducts.com
http://www.selwayarchery.com
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he was behind one of the does when he looked at me, and the

second time the doe spotted me while the buck stood behind

some brush. Both times I calmed them by clucking. I was

really excited about how well that was working. I shot sev-

eral more bucks that never looked at me in the tree because

of the decoy, so I didn’t need to fool them.

       Later, I was on a friend’s place in Kansas and had to

walk to one of his stands. He was using ladder stands that

were really narrow, which made it hard to shoot my longbow

from them. I saw some deer using a trail forty yards behind

me on the other side of a creek, so I went out to my rig,

brought in my own tree stand and climbing steps, and set up

on that trail. I soon heard a deer running behind me, turned,

and saw the back end of a deer disappear into the creek bot-

tom. When the deer came running up out of the creek bot-

tom, I could see it was a really good non-typical. As I drew

from eight yards away, he saw the movement, jerked up, and

looked at me. Having just started to draw, I was in a bad

predicament. I clucked, and he relaxed. My arrow was in him

in an instant and, I had just shot my best whitetail!

       The following year I was back in Kansas, in the same

area. I picked a tree just to the north of the one I had taken

the big deer from the year before. It was at a pinch-point in

a horseshoe creek bend and two trails crossed the creek in

front of me twenty yards away. I’d sat for several hours when

I heard a buck grunting in the field above the creek bottom.

I grunted, and two bucks came down a trail into the bottom

thirty-five yards away on the other side of the winding creek.

When I saw the trail they were on, I knew this was turkey

fooling time since the first buck that crossed would be look-

ing right up at me when he came out of the creek on my side.

       Sure enough, when he came up onto the flat I was on, he

slammed on the brakes and looked right at me. I had the call

in my mouth, and I clucked at him. He relaxed and looked

around at the second buck on the far side of the creek. Then

he looked back at me, and I clucked again. He looked around,

and I clucked again. When he put his head down and walked

past me at twenty yards, I hit him through both lungs.

       I wear a light colored Blowdown King of the Mountain

wool jacket and pants when it’s cold, and in warmer weather

I wear my KUIU tan pants and vest. I always have a net

facemask on, as deer will spot a white face like a spotlight. I

wear full gloves on my hands for the same reason. I have

turkey fooled at least thirty or forty whitetails this way and

only spooked one. I still laugh every time, and wonder why

they can’t tell I’m a man instead of a turkey. I think deer

know that a turkey is very wary, and realize that if they hear

one clucking they are safe from any nearby predators.

       Here I confess that I have told some hunting buddies

about this technique, but have been reluctant to write about

it before. I know what happened to elk bugling from overuse

of calls and huge amounts of advertising and promotion on

television. It never ceases to amaze me how people will

watch these programs and then go into the woods and try to

walk and call in full view of the animal. I do believe that

whitetail hunters can benefit from this turkey fooling

method, but I hope it doesn’t get out of hand. I have certainly

enjoyed fooling whitetails and have arrowed quite a few deer

this way. Now I never venture after whitetails without my

turkey call handy. It’s a lot of fun to turkey fool deer.

      Marv Clyncke lives east of Boulder, Colorado on his fam-

ily homestead. He has never shot an arrow out of anything

but longbows and recurves. He has hunted with a bow for 60

years, and is still hard at it.

Doubling down. Marv proved his “turkey fooling” tac-
tic works after taking this buck the following year.

http://www.northernmistlongbows.com


TT
he spring of 2013 started like

many others. Even though

snow still blanketed the north

slopes, when the first mountain blue-

bird lit atop his nest box and staked his

claim I knew spring was on its way.

Down in the canyons, the bears would

be stirring, but bears don’t mark the

beginning of my hunting year. For that

distinction we have to look to the strut-

ting grounds, and the gobblers that’ll be

headed that way.

    Killing a turkey with a stickbow is a

hard thing to do, and when you add to it

a stubborn aversion to cloth blinds, it

becomes damn near impossible. Any pru-

dent hunter would be carrying a scatter

gun for the upcoming season, a quick

weapon that requires little movement.

The stickbow, on the other hand, does

require movement and that is where our

best laid plans are prone to go awry.

    I didn’t get into turkey hunting until

I moved to Mississippi for grad school.

The little place we found to live in just

happened to be smack in the middle of

some of the best public lands turkey

hunting around. And my neighbor, as I

soon found, approached turkey hunting

with a fanatic religious zeal. Steve liter-

ally sets his calendar by turkey season.

For him, turkeys aren’t just another

opportunity to be in the woods. They are

his passion.

    Steve and I hunted together often,

and he taught me all sorts of useful

tricks, not the least of which was how to

discourage other hunters from hunting

our honey hole across the gravel road

from our houses. He had one of those

“turkey vests,” the ones with all the

pockets, foldout seat, and all. Along

with about three-dozen calls, a turkey

wing, and no telling what else, he often

carried a gobbler foot with him, tucked

away in that vest. One morning, after

seeing an unfamiliar truck at the access

point, I found out why. We hunted

across the road several mornings a

week, so we knew exactly where the

birds liked to hang out. But that morn-

ing we hit the crossroads and went the

other way. Every time we’d hit a soft

spot in the sand, he’d lay down a few

gobbler tracks. And to make the ruse

complete, he’d walk over into the pine

duff to scratch it up in little heaps as if

a flock of turkeys had been there. If he

could have carried around a bunch of

turkey droppings without smashing

them, I think he’d have thrown them

out as well.

    When I first started chasing turkeys,

I felt a little indifferent. But, the more I

hunted and learned the finer qualities of

calling and setting up, the more I

enjoyed it. With classes not starting

until midmorning and my field work

delayed until the fall, I was able to hunt

forty days out of a forty-five day season.

By the end of it, I was a turkey hunter

and an addict. Those hard hunted public

lands birds are frustrating, maddening

beyond reason. I think that’s why they

inspire such a devout following down

South. But despite making every rookie

mistake imaginable, and probably due

solely to dogged persistence, I was able

to end that season with a limit of long-

beards. That was with a scattergun.

    I hunted Mississippi for three years

before heading west to Idaho. By that

time, I’d come to share Steve’s fanatical

approach to turkey hunting and was
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Longbeards East and West
By Clay Hayes



eager to give the western birds a try. My

first chance came in the form of an invite

from a friend in the state’s far northern

panhandle. After he picked me up mid-

morning, we drove out to the country

and parked our rig at a little turn out off

a well-traveled county road. Just as I

stepped out of the truck, and before I

could string my bow, a gobble thundered

in from just a few hundred yards away.

    Now I have to tell you a little some-

thing about my mental state at the

time. I was fresh up from the South,

where I’d spent the last three years

being outwitted by hard pressured

birds with a brain the size of a marble.

I heard somewhere once that birds’

brains are wired differently than our

own, that they’re more efficient in using

what grey matter they’ve got. I imagine

some university professor spent quite a

bit of time and grant money figuring

that one out, but it took me all of one

spring in the hardwood bottoms of

Mississippi. Hunting those southern

birds makes a fellow paranoid—about

everything. The gobblers know what

roads mean, and human voices. They

know the sound of a cycled shotgun and

a poorly stroked box call. They know

these things well, and the ones that did-

n’t have long since been culled out.

    So when the sound of my first Idaho

bird rumbled down through the firs so

close, I involuntarily ducked as if I were

dodging mortar rounds. The birds I was

used to would very rarely do that, and if

they did, you’d better be getting into

cover and away from the truck. But

Jesse just stood there nonchalantly,

wondering why I was so damn jumpy.

    After I regained my composure, we

laid our plans. Back in Mississippi, this

would have involved a long circuitous

route to get us on the back side of that

bird, opposite the truck and where we

then stood. No southern bird would

have taken a single step toward what

he would have known full well was a

couple of camo clad dudes standing next

to a pickup. But we didn’t do that. We

walked right to the bird, right up the

middle of the logging road with the

damn fool tom gobbling the whole time.

    When we were seventy-five yards

from the gobbler, we tucked into the

woods in a little spot where Jesse had

set up a few days before. Once we were

all settled in, with shooting lanes

picked and plans discussed, Jesse start-

ed on a yelping sequence with a little

diaphragm call he’d had in his mouth.

    Making a little piece of latex and

aluminum sound anything like a turkey

takes a bit of practice. Making it sound

like a hen, and not a hunter, takes quite
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The author’s hunting partner, Tiege Ulschmid, waiting out a spring snow
flurry while chasing longbeards in north Idaho.

http://www.doanarchery.com


a bit more. There’s a subtle difference

between the sound of a good caller and

a not so good one. Jesse was of the latter

variety. I’d spent the last three years in

the company of some of the best callers

in the world. “A good yelp’s got pop,” I

remember Steve saying. “It’s got a defi-

nite beginning and end.” One’s ability to

cut and cackle on a diaphragm is a

point of pride in the South. Running

your yelps together, as Jesse was doing,

will get you blacklisted from many a

hunting club.

    But that first Idaho bird didn’t seem

to mind. He was eating it up. Whereas

one of those Mississippi birds would

have made a beeline away from us gob-

bling the whole time, this bird was com-

ing in, and fast. Jesse and I were set up

twenty yards apart, so when he dropped

the string all I could hear was the slight

whoosh of string silencers and what

sounded like a solid hit on the bird. A

half second later the tom came streak-

ing past me, and I took off after him as

if he had a thousand dollar bill around

his neck. Looking back, I can only imag-

ine what this must have looked like

from Jesse’s perspective. He’d just

missed that bird clean as a whistle, but

here comes a dude from Mississippi

busting out of the brush in hot pursuit,

hell bent to catch a perfectly healthy

gobbler that decided he’d better get air-

borne in short order.

    Needless to say, I didn’t catch the

tom. What I did accomplish was busting

the small flock that was with him,

which caused several to head for the

trees just overhead. Yet again I stood

there in befuddled disbelief as those

western birds sat on the limb of a pon-

derosa pine just forty feet overhead—

something that only a suicidal southern

tom would ever attempt. That first

Idaho hunt was a lesson. Even though

we didn’t kill that bird, Jesse’s calling

did the trick. Whereas I would have

been way too cautious, Jesse knew how

that bird would react and taught me a

little something about the difference in

good calling and bad in the process.

    Even after four years in some of the

best turkey country in the West, it still

amazes me how much opportunity

there is out here and how little compe-

tition. Whereas Steve and I had resort-

ed to laying false sign to distract

hunters away from our Mississippi

honey hole, people out here just seem

not to care. I can’t help but think it ties

back to the challenge the two popula-

tions present. Even with a shotgun,

those southern birds are tough. Down

there, if you want to fill your quota,

you’ve got to hunt hard. It just isn’t that

way out here, at least not with the birds

I’ve hunted. They’re just not pressured.

In contrast to the eastern turkeys,

who’ve been dodging lead for a few hun-

dred years, these birds are relative new-

comers. Maybe they just need a few cen-

turies of natural selection to put them

on par with their brethren to the east.

    But when you commit to hunting

turkeys with a stickbow, no matter the

birds’ level of education, they’re a tough

quarry to bag. In fact, I haven’t actually

killed a bird since I’ve been in Idaho.

For the past few years I’ve chased them

around, pulled them in close, missed

one or two, and generally had a hell of a

good time doing it. Even though these

birds don’t represent the intellectual

pinnacle of the species, they’ve still got

keen eyes and ears, and in true turkey

fashion they won’t tolerate much move-

ment. I’ll start this upcoming season,

and probably end it as well, just like the

several previous. I’ll get up early, string

my bow, and roost a bird. Then I’ll spend

the next month calling them in and giv-

ing them a good education, doing my

part to make them a little wilier.

Someday though, if through nothing

more than dogged persistence, I’ll get

my bird. In the meantime, I’ll hunt.

    Clay Hayes resides in north-central

Idaho, where the turkeys are many and

turkey hunters are not. He operates

www.twistedstave.com, which houses

the best collection of how-to archery and

woodsmanship videos on the web.
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MM
y brother Fred and I were standing in the expan-

sive snow-painted pine woods of northern

Wisconsin, staring down blankly at a doe I had

just killed with my Shakespeare recurve. These were the

last few minutes of our week-long hunting trip, and we had

entered the desperation phase a couple of days earlier.

Without giving much thought to what I was saying, I found

myself mumbling, “It’s better than nothing.”

       I should clarify here that this happened nearly thirty

years ago, when I was young and foolish and filled with igno-

rant pride. These days, I enjoy hunting bucks and does

equally and pay them both their due respect. In my opinion,

an antlerless deer should never be viewed as some sort of

consolation prize.

       Many hunters recognize the importance of culling does

for management purposes. Certain epicurean types believe

that female deer make for better table fare and therefore do

not hesitate to harvest them. But can an experienced out-

doorsman, weathered and jaded by the years, find challenge

and excitement by hunting does? You bet.

       How many times have you heard the comment, “It was

just a doe”? As hunters, we sometimes feel obligated to

excuse ourselves for shooting a doe. We diminish the impor-

tance of the accomplishment.

       The truth, however, is that any mature deer, does

included, can present a real challenge to the hunter.

Acuteness of the senses acquired through years of survival—

not gender—is the crucial element rendering one’s quarry

difficult to kill. The fact of the matter is that bowhunting

itself is a challenge, regardless of whether you’re after a

buck or a doe.

       Back in my youth in the 1970s and 1980s, the notion of

killing does was objectionable to me. Tagging an antlerless

deer was a last minute desperate measure. Like many other

hunters of that era, I equated antlers with success. There

was a clear disdain for “doe killers” within my circles. Real

men hunted and killed bucks. Even a spike was considered a

superior trophy to a mature doe. It’s unfortunate that such

an attitude prevails to this day in some circles.

       Surprisingly, it was a casual conversation with a friend

that changed my way of thinking during the early 1990s. Bill

was an avid archer and a diehard hunter. He had many Pope

and Young whitetails displayed in his den. So, I was caught

off guard when he made the following comment: “I consider

a mature doe the ultimate challenge.” Since then, over the

years, I have taken many bucks, but I never forgot those

words. With time, I came to appreciate hunting does as well.

And I’ll always remember the sincerity of Bill’s voice and

facial expression as he referred to the challenge of taking a

doe. My respect for him, and my understanding of what he

meant, has increased over time.

       Unfortunately, the fallacy that does are inferior to bucks

continues to plague some outdoorsmen. I was lucky to have

a friend like Bill, who through an offhand remark helped

change my attitude. For some, overcoming this mindset can

be a much greater obstacle. At times, management concerns

can override a guy’s pride, and he’ll begrudgingly harvest

does as the result of an agreement with a landowner or a

family member. Believe it or not, hunting tradition can

sometimes be a fellow’s worst enemy. In some camps, antlers

are required to avoid ridicule.

       I have spent many hours in many different hunting

camps over the years. Ostensibly inadvertent slights and

Consolation Prize
By Jeff Stonehouse

Just like a good bow, quality binoculars are 
a must on any hunt. I first spotted my doe 

from 200 yards away.
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blatant, well-directed insults are part and parcel of our fra-

ternity. They’re a source of amusement and just one element

of our fellowship. I myself have sent out some real zingers in

the past. One very easy target, always, is the hunter who

harvests a doe.

       One morning, years ago, I was in a camp of about ten

fanatical archers when an obviously delighted bowman

returned from the woods with a big old doe. His smile was a

mile wide. I winced and braced myself for the onslaught that

I knew was on its way. The guys quickly swarmed around

him. He had no clue, but he was about to suffer a verbal

mugging.

       Gradually, the criticisms rolled to a boil. Things got pret-

ty ugly. The topper was a cut which called into question the

fellow’s manhood. I concluded that the whole episode,

though it was just good ol’ fun amongst the boys, was not

positive for hunting. An attitude which promotes harvesting

only bucks is detrimental and counterproductive for the

future of our sport. Let’s all be good conservationists and

help manage the wildlife populations the best we can.

       If the notion of extending your season appeals to you,

then doe hunting is right up your alley. Dedicated meat

hunters typically want to spend as much time in the woods

as possible. For that reason, they do not shy away from har-

vesting female deer. Many states issue bonus doe tags in an

attempt to control burgeoning deer populations or to limit

the spread of disease. As a resident of Colorado, for example,

I am allowed only one buck, but additional doe tags are

available within certain areas.

       In 2014, I bought a bonus mule deer doe tag for a unit

where Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) had been detected

recently, then planned a three-day trip. I tagged out on the first

day. You might assume it was easy pickings, but you’d be wrong.

Although I scored early, that doe really tested my nerves.

My 2014 bonus deer was discovered feeding in this
patch of oak brush.

http://www.lonesomewindbows.com
http://www.hildebrandarrowshafts.com
http://www.lostnationarchery.com
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       Scanning the hilly terrain with my binoculars, I first

spotted her in a large stand of patchy oak brush 200 yards

away. She was munching acorns and had no idea I was

around. My mind lunged into overdrive as I assessed the

intervening cover and chose the best approach route. With

careful consideration, I initiated my stalk. Conifers provided

plenty of concealment during the first half of my sneak.

Then I entered the spotty oaks, where the solitary deer was

still feeding, and nearly got busted a couple of times. Finally

I had closed in to forty yards when she suddenly stared

directly at me. I froze.

       She stamped her forefoot twice, waiting for me to flinch.

I refused to oblige her. Our eyes were locked. My heartbeat

increased noticeably. Minutes passed. Finally she lowered

her head and gradually fed toward me. I moved slowly

around a bush and positioned myself for a shot. Watching

her, I waited for an opportunity to draw. Just as she started

to turn broadside, I began to lift my bow into position. She

caught the movement. Her head snapped up, and again our

eyes locked. She was at twenty yards. Once more she

stamped her foot, turning to face me squarely. There was no

good shot angle. A slight breeze cooled my face.

       I had experienced similar standoffs with game in the

past. But now, with my bow arm half-raised and my adrena-

line pumping, I lacked confidence. It was just a matter of time

before she spooked. My whole body trembled. As her steady

gaze pierced my fully camouflaged form, I debated what my

next move should be. She held still as a statue. My shaking

must be obvious to her, I thought. But she did not run.

       At last, she turned her head to the right and shifted her

body slightly, and I began to draw my Stalker recurve. She

looked back and caught me at half-draw. I froze again. My

heart was pounding, my ears were ringing, and my eyes were

stinging with sweat. She busted me. At this point, I figured I

had no choice but to take a chance. As I reached full draw,

she shifted nervously and turned. Perfect. I held on her

chest, directly behind her foreleg, and released the arrow.

The broadhead passed through her so cleanly that she didn’t

even bat an eye. She took a few steps and dropped.

       I was positively exhausted, both physically and mental-

ly. I wiped my sweaty face, trying to slow my racing heart.

My arms felt like jelly. The animal lay motionless where she

had fallen. It was minutes before my breathing returned to

normal.

       That encounter had me rattled. A doe had tested my

nerves and patience, and this time I came away the victor.

But as I reflected on past hunts, I recalled many occasions

when I was busted by female deer. A doe truly is capable of

offering a challenge to even the most experienced archer and

is certainly not just a consolation prize. At that moment,

standing over my kill in the silent oak patch, I was experi-

encing many emotions. One of them was pride.

       The author lives in Simla, CO with his three wonderful

children, who enjoy traditional archery as much as their

dad.

This doe truly tested the author’s nerves.

Equipment Notes

During Jeff ’s 2014 doe hunt, he used a 52# Stalker custom
recurve, Carbon Express Heritage arrows, and Snuffer
broadheads.

http://www.bowskin.com
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HH
urry Dad, I need your help,” I heard while fix-

ing fence on our family ranch in eastern

Montana. I dropped my pliers and ran as fast

as I could around the barn toward my eight-year-old daugh-

ter Isabelle. When she rounded the edge of the barn, I saw

her longbow in her hand and suspected she had shot another

rabbit. Sure enough, she had another one—the thirteenth

rabbit she had shot in five days! I helped her find her

arrows, took a picture, and off she went, determined to shoot

another one for the soup pot.

       Isabelle has been my hunting partner since she was two.

She has been on many hunts for deer, antelope, elk, turkey,

bear, bighorn sheep, and small game. She hops out of bed

early for these hunts, and her energy motivates me to hunt

harder and stay longer than if I were hunting by myself.

       Mid-April you can find us looking for turkeys and bears.

Isabelle joins me in the blind calling to gobbling toms. When

the mornings are cold, I pack a sleeping bag so she can stay

warm, and often she catches a nap. Once Isabelle’s grand-

mother bought her a turkey decoy of her very own. Seeing

the pride on her face as she showed it off to friends was

worth more than anything money could buy. We used her

decoy one spring and called in a hen turkey that began to

attack her decoy. Isabelle became angry and was raising her

voice trying to scare the hen away until I quieted her

because I saw a tom approaching. The tom strutted right up

to Isabelle’s decoy, and I shot him. I am happy to report that

the decoy was unharmed, and I got my tom.

       Just last year was the first time I took Isabelle along

while spring bear hunting. We spotted a nice black bear from

the road and watched it for a while, trying to determine how

big it was and whether or not it was a sow with a cub.

Isabelle wanted to go after it, so we set off across the two

miles separating us hoping it would still be in the meadow

when we got there. Catching our breath halfway to the bear,

I raised my binoculars only to see a small cub with the bear.

The cub must have been lying in the sagebrush taking a nap

while we had watched mom munch on grass from the truck.

Oh well, we watched for a while longer and then hiked back

to the truck to find another bear.

       We also enjoy looking for shed antlers in the spring. The

joy on my Isabelle’s face when she finds an antler is price-

less. I have yet to see a video game or TV show produce this

kind of excitement. The exercise is good for us all and works

off some of the winter weight I seem to accumulate. I remem-

Isabelle: My Outdoor Girl
By Robb Sager

Above left—Isabelle was just two years old when she
began hunting antelope with her dad. Countless
hours in the field since have strengthened their 

bond together.

Above—Isabelle suggested they put the badger on the
road to try to scare our friend Chuck. It didn’t work;

he drove right over it without noticing.

“
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ber Isabelle lost one of her stuffed animals while riding in

my backpack when she was one or two years old. Our search

for antlers turned into a search for a stuffed cat. I think it

was pink and know this will be a fun story to reminisce

about when she has her own children.

       We spend our summers working with our llamas. Being a

teacher, I have the summers off. I used to work a full-time job

in the summer until people I look up to kept telling me how

fast kids grow up and that I should enjoy them while I can.

Now we find ways to save money so I can take the summers

off, and so far, by a landslide, I feel the schedule change has

been worth it. Llamas are just like humans. They need exer-

cise to get in shape. The better shape they are in the farther

they can go without a break, and the more weight they can

carry. We do our best to get them into shape using them on

summer pack trips, hoping they will be ready for elk season.

       We all enjoy shooting our longbows. Family stump

shooting excursions are a real hit. What better way to spend

a summer evening than walking through the woods shooting

bows with the ones you love? Not to mention the need for

practice as the hunting season approaches…

       When late summer arrives, Isabelle and I get ready for

antelope hunting. I am amazed at how much she enjoys sit-

ting in a sweltering hot blind waiting for hours, sometimes

days on end, for antelope to come get a drink. Memories made

while hunting antelope with Isabelle will stay with me for

life. Throughout the year we reflect on our antelope hunts

with stories that usually involve some difficulty, like a flat

tire, along with some humor. Once we were headed back to

the truck and came across a badger. I killed it with a great

running shot from my longbow and placed it on the road to

Isabelle takes aim at a carp. Bowfishing is another
fun activity the whole family enjoys.

http://www.traditionalarcheryproducts.com
http://www.nwarchery.com
http://www.thunderhornmfg.com
mailto:littlesuckling@aol.com
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scare Chuck, a friend of mine, when he came this way headed

to the truck. We got quite a laugh out of this plan only to have

Chuck go right by the dead badger without even seeing it.

       Isabelle always wants to bring her bow along when we go

to the blind. She has been carrying a couple of old broadheads

in her quiver, hoping a coyote will come to get a drink. She

has yet to get a shot at a coyote, but has had many stalks and

a few shots at prairie dogs on our way from our blind.

       In the fall, I hunt quite a bit from treestands. But some-

times I use a ground blind, and Isabelle happily joins me then.

At times I know we are talking and laughing way too loud for

a deer to come close, but I really don’t want one to anyway,

because then I would shoot it and the hunt would be over.

       Isabelle has hunted elk with me the last couple of sea-

sons. We roam the hills around our home hoping to find a

bull to come to our calls. Her enthusiasm while hiking

inspires me to check over the next hill or call into another

canyon. She is always willing to practice with her elk call. I

don’t remember this to be the case when we had her taking

violin lessons! One of these days she is going to call in a bull

for her dad. Won’t that make a fine story!

       At the start of winter, we spend our free time hunting

geese. Although I have tried several times to shoot a goose

with my bow I have yet to connect, so I leave my bow at

home and opt to use a shotgun. Geese can be fairly heavy for

our dog to retrieve, so Isabelle often helps him. She is a real

trooper even when the temperature is below freezing. I take

along a small stove, and Isabelle passes the time heating

water to make hot chocolate or cooking sausage for lunch.

       We cut up our own meat, grind hamburger, and make

sausage. Funny how little time is left to watch TV. Showing my

daughters how to process game meat, I know they know where

meat comes from, see the need to treat the animals we harvest

with respect, and enjoy eating the meat we process together.

       Isabelle has three years to wait until she is old enough

to hunt big game with me. We will need to make her a heav-

ier bow and continue practicing. If she decides she doesn’t

want to hunt, I will do my best to accept her decision. I seri-

ously doubt this will happen anyway. Stay tuned…

       Being an elementary teacher, I am around young kids

daily. I often look for ways to share my love for the outdoors

with my students. I hope they can see there is so much to

explore, examine, and experience just beyond their door. So

take a kid outdoors. You will likely find that you enjoy spend-

ing time with them engaged in some outdoor activity, and

the memories you make together will last a lifetime.

      Frequent contributor Robb Sager is an elementary

school teacher from Red Lodge, Montana.

Chasing ground squirrels is a great way to hone
shooting skills and introduce young shooters to

bowhunting.

Isabelle with a trio of rabbits taken on the family
farm.

http://www.archeryleather.com


AA
fter her half-grown cubs bolt-

ed past him on either side, Ted

Knechtel looked up to see the

sow grizzly. In a heartbeat their eyes

locked and then the sow was on him.

First it grabbed Ted’s arm, puncturing

it deeply. Then the bear bit across his

skull from ear to ear. Ted heard a bone

crack and figured, “I’m done.”

    The bear savaged Ted. “Its fur flowed

forward in a wave when it overtopped

him,” says Diane, his wife. She was

standing just twenty-five yards away,

watching. Realizing she had stepped

away from her bow, pack, and pepper

spray to see what the commotion was

about, Diane began to scream, hoping to

make the bear stop.

    The bear backed off Ted and sat,

“looking confused,” Diane remembers.

Ted hollered, “Bear spray! Bear spray!”

trying to get Diane to grab her pepper

spray in case the bear redirected its

attack to her. It didn’t. It tore back into

Ted, this time grabbing his skull from

front to back. It gnawed, Diane

screamed, and then the grizzly backed

off again, hesitated, and was gone.

    Diane rushed to Ted’s side after she

felt sure the bear had left. Quickly she

dug in her daypack and retrieved sever-

al packages of the blood-clotting sponge

they carry as first-aid. They thought the

QuikClot (brand name) might be useful

someday while sharpening broadheads

or deboning an elk, but never imagined

it could be a lifesaver because of a griz-

zly attack. 

    After pulling Ted’s scalp back into

place, Diane tore open a QuikClot pack-

age. The label directions told her to
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Be Prepared!
A grizzly attack confirms the wisdom of the Girl Scout motto.

By Bob Steiner
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Although Ted’s injuries could have
been a lot worse, being prepared,
and quick thinking, allowed him
to survive this grizzly attack.

BackcountryBob Steiner



place the sterile sponge over the wound

and apply direct pressure to accelerate

clotting and to continue to apply pres-

sure until the bleeding stopped. She

was then to secure the sponge over the

wound and leave it in place until med-

ical care was available.

    Fortunately, Diane was carrying

more than one QuikClot package. She

did what the package said, wrapped the

sponges in place with gauze, and then

tied her shirt around Ted’s head to keep

everything secure. Since the bear had

not attacked his legs, she got Ted on his

feet and started walking him toward

their tent camp.

    There Diane retrieved their satellite

phone and hurried several hundred

yards to a location she had used before

and knew provided good reception. She

then called the U.S. Forest Service

emergency number given to her earlier

by a ranger, who had told her that in

the backcountry dialing 911 could

result in a slower response.

    The couple had the satellite phone

that day through a small twist of fate.

Normally they carried no phone to

camp, since cell phones are not likely to

be of any use in steep, remote wilder-

ness terrain. However, during the early

part of their trip they had been accom-

panied by two friends. The wife of one of

them had insisted he rent a satellite

phone. Since it was in service for a few

more weeks, he left it with Ted and

Diane until they could return it to him

when they got home.

    A woman at the USFS office

answered Diane’s emergency call.

Diane quickly related the events of the

morning and the nine o’clock attack.

The dispatcher dutifully jotted down

the map coordinates of the camp and

the trailhead, which Diane had marked

in her GPS unit days before. She gave

the dispatcher the make, model, and

license number of their truck, and then

informed her that they were going to

begin the six-mile walk out. Diane

grabbed several water bottles and, leav-

ing their other gear, started Ted toward

the trailhead. About halfway to the

road, they met the rescue party. Ted was

in a Montana hospital under profes-

sional care a little after noon.

    Diane’s preparedness had facilitated

a quick rescue, which either saved Ted’s

life or minimized any long-term damage

he might have suffered. The arm bite,
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Ted and Diane’s elk camp deep in the Montana wilderness.

http://www.tradbow.com/products/index.cfm


the claw scratch along the side of his

neck, and similar rents in his chest

have all healed nicely, with little scar-

ring. Their grandkids all think that

Grandpa still looks just like Grandpa, a

testimony to the facial and scalp repair

job by Diane and the hospital doctors.

The cracked orbital bone caused no last-

ing problems.

    Ted and Diane were bowhunting a

popular Montana wilderness area and

did all the planning, preparation, and

logistics themselves. They backpacked

in half a dozen miles beyond the trail-

head, set up a clean camp, and hunted

from it their whole stay. Their cooking

area was over a quarter mile away from

their tent.

    The bull elk that Ted harvested some

days before the grizzly encounter had

been field dressed over a mile away, and

the meat had been cached a nearly

equal distance from their camp. It had

been at the processor’s for four days

before the attack. In town, they had

showered and changed into clean hunt-

ing clothes to eliminate any lingering

meat odors before returning to camp

and the hunting area.

    There is little doubt that the

Knechtels, twelve-year veterans of self-

organized wilderness elk hunting trips,

did everything possible to avoid attract-

ing a bear to their camp. The attack

happened a mile away and not near the

previous kill site.

    The couple had long been aware of

mountain lion, wolf, and bear sign in

their hunting area, but had never

before seen any of these predators.

When the grizzly attack occurred, Ted

was lying on his pepper spray holster

under a small pine calling like a dis-

tressed cow elk, trying to attract a bull

into bow range for Diane.

    In Ted’s words, “Even if I had the

pepper spray out of the holster and on

my lap, aimed at the bear, safety off,

and finger ready to go, I doubt I would

have had a chance to hit her with it. In

a split second we made eye contact and

she was on me.”

    As it was, lying on his side on top of

the pepper canister still in its holster

was just a bad turn of luck that proba-

bly wouldn’t have made a difference.

Ted now says he is going to eliminate

the “distressed cow call” from his reper-

toire. He’ll also keep the bear spray

more readily available.

    Along with their having a satellite

phone with them and not relying on cell

phone reception in the backcountry, the

fact that Diane took the time to get the

proper emergency responder contact

number played a big part in the rescue.

That was the procedure she was given

in 2012.

    For an update, I called the Forest

Service and the Bureau of Land

Management. The 911 system is becom-

ing more efficient and widespread as

the use of GPS and other advances in

technology become more available to

responders. As of 2015, both agencies

recommended contacting 911 for emer-

gencies on their lands. Once you relay

the type of emergency and location, the
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One of several trees in the area
that bore fresh bear sign.

http://www.greatplainsbow.com


911 dispatcher will contact whichever

agency would best respond to your situ-

ation, whether that is USFS or BLM

personnel, the local sheriff, or a medical

unit. If you decide to call the USFS or

BLM field office or ranger district, they

will also help get emergency personnel

to you.

    Both agencies have “need to know

before you go” information on their web-

sites. At the USFS website,

www.fs.usda.gov, go to the “Find a

Forest” locator map page, click the icon

for the national forest you’re interested

in, and go to its home pages. They list

ranger district contacts and pre-trip

information on trail closures, warnings,

fires and emergencies, backcountry

weather, and travel.

    For each BLM district, some of which

span several states, the “Contact Us”

and “Visit Us” sections on the website

www.blm.gov have field office contacts

and other useful information. I was told

that visitors are also welcome to stop at

the offices to check local conditions, and

that they should always be prepared for

“self-extraction” from the backcountry,

as responders could have trouble reach-

ing them.

    It’s especially good to know who con-

trols locked access gates and, if possi-

ble, their phone number. As an example

of such a difficulty closer to home, I was

a witness to a bicyclist suffering a pro-

truding broken bone for an extra hour

as first responders tried to get a gate

opened.

    Diane’s having immediately at hand

the map coordinates for their camp and

the trailhead in her GPS was exception-

ally thorough preparation. So was

knowing the make, model, color, and

license number of their truck, as was

knowing the official trail name. The

Knechtels always stop on the way in to

read the trailhead signboard, which

could have notices and warnings—

including predator sightings or prob-

lems—for the area, as well as additional

emergency information. Be sure to both

sign in and sign out if there is a trail

register.

    Being aware of your exact location is

important, but knowing where the clos-

est hospital is and what political subdi-

vision you are in can also go a long way

to orchestrating a rescue. For instance,

consider the time I witnessed a motor-

cycle crash. The 911 first responders

came from a town forty-five miles away

and returned the broken and bruised

motorcyclist to a hospital where their

emergency unit originated. Yet another

town’s hospital was within ten miles in

the other direction, across an arbitrary

boundary line between rescue jurisdic-

tions. Had the bike operator known

that, he could have requested to go to

the closer hospital and had medical

help a lot faster.

    Recent advances in first-aid such as

the quick-clotting sponge also played a

part in Ted’s rescue. However, if Diane

had left the packets in camp, they may

not have been of any use. First-aid

materials must be with you to be of real

value. Being able to stay calm and deal

with the wounds while looking over her

shoulder for a returning grizzly, speaks

highly about this savvy lady. When I

mentioned this in the interview, Diane’s

response was something like, “Heck, I

raised three kids and I’ve got a bunch of

grandkids.”

    Accidents and health issues can hap-

pen to anyone at anytime. You can do

much to avoid them, but sometimes, no

matter what you do, they find you.

Every serious backcountry trip should

be preceded by hours of “what if” dis-

cussion. All the questions should be

answered and solutions implemented.

Preparation can make your wilderness

adventure a tale to tell, instead of a

recurring nightmare. 

    Bob Steiner was Coast Guard Alaska

shortly after Alaska became a state. He

and his wife Linda have traveled to

many other states since then. They live

near Cooperstown, Pennsylvania, where

they enjoy shooting at their local

archery club, the Rainbow Bowmen.
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AA
fter more than fifty years in

the woods with a bow and

arrow I’ve had some unique

experiences, some of which I’ve learned

from, and some I just wanted to get

past. Many of them make decent camp-

fire stories, while some are better for-

gotten. This story begins with a trip to

Saskatchewan after whitetail deer.

    Bowhunting whitetails in Canada is

different than it is here in the States in

several ways. There aren’t as many of

them, they aren’t as widely distributed

as they are here, they live on private, or

at least controlled, ground, and you will

probably have to dig a little deeper to

hunt up there. But there are some very

big deer up there and a hunter can

come away with a real wall hanger with

persistence and a little luck.

    Saskatchewan whitetail country is

nothing like Canadian bear country. It

more closely resembles our western

mule deer habitat, without the moun-

tainous terrain. It’s prairie farm land

with quaking aspen and sparse under-

brush scattered about. This is wheat

country and cattle country, and in parts

of it the use of a bow and arrow will

bring on some quizzical looks, but the

gun boys love it.

    We drove up through the Dakotas

taking two full days, seeing an awful lot

of table top country broken up by gigan-

tic grain elevators and straight-as-a-

string highways that disappeared over

the horizon, making you wonder just

where the deer lived. The terrain

changed to more rolling prairie on the

second day and eventually broke up a

little more and began resembling the

open whitetail habitat in North and

South Dakota.

    We had the usual problems finding

the place even with the map they’d sent

us. We were staying in a small cabin,

where we’d look after ourselves. We’d be

taken to our stand locations the first

day, and then we’d talk about how to

proceed from there. A young fellow

named Miller, whose family owned the

ground we’d be hunting, picked us up

around 4:30 a.m.

    “Mornings ain’t the best hunting,” he

said, “but you can’t be sure when some-

thing’s going to show and you gotta be

there when they do. Your best chance in

the morning is to catch them stopping

for a drink before bedding down. Walk

back down the fence line and I’ll pick

you up around seven or so. If they’re

coming this way, they’ll be through here

by then.”

    I stood there for a moment, looked

around in the dark, and said, “Where

am I going?”

    “I forgot you guys haven’t been here

before. I’ll take you up. There’s a tree at
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Gone Deer
By G. Fred Asbell



the end of this fence, on a pond.”

    I tucked in behind him as he quietly

closed the truck door, waved his hand at

me, and started uphill in the dark. After

a hundred yards, he stopped, turned,

and said, “No sense me going all the

way up there with you. You’ll see the

pond up there where this narrows

down, and the tree is on the backside of

that. I’ll go with you if you want, but

you can’t miss it, even in the dark. I for-

got about your buddy. I need to get him

someplace pretty quick before light.”

Then he was away.

    I found the pond and the tree easily

enough, but I wasn’t climbing that high

in any tree, especially a quaking aspen

no bigger around than my thigh. The

tree stand, a metal chain-on model, was

20-25 feet high and the stand itself was

six feet above the last limb. I’m guess-

ing, because I did not climb up to take

exact measurements. I kicked out a hid-

ing place for myself against the base of

the tree and the fence with an eye to the

prevailing wind and sat there without

incident until time to meet the truck.

Miller seemed surprised that I didn’t

like his tree stand.

    “I will never get in a stand that

high,” I said. It seems anything but sen-

sible to me to stand on a tiny platform

in the top of a skinny tree thinking that

you might get an opportunity to see an

animal, all the time knowing that if you

fall you are probably worse than dead.

    “Half the hunters think our stands

are too low,” Miller said. “But we’ve got

some really good ground blinds too, so

that’s not a problem.” Bob, my hunting

partner, had gone to a tree stand too,

but had not seen anything either. We

met the other hunters back in camp. All

were from the States, and had hunted

with Miller before. Two from

Connecticut said they only hunted in

the afternoon, and that mornings were

a waste of time up here. Hmmm. My

whitetail experience had always shown

morning to be the best, but maybe these

deer were different.

    One morning three days into the

hunt, I took a shot at a coyote. He

popped out from behind some snowber-

ry out in front of me, saw me start my

draw, and watched the arrow come

toward him. Then he simply stepped

out of the way and dashed off, looking

back at me over his shoulder as he

loped away. I wondered how anyone

ever hit one with an arrow.

    We’d all get together in one of the

cabins midday and evenings and com-

pare notes. No one was seeing much.

The hunt was half over and no one had

turned an arrow loose at a deer yet. I

had seen a couple of big deer from a

ground blind, and one of the other guys

kept seeing deer every evening, either

as he was walking out or as he was get-

ting down. But again, no arrows had

been shot.

    Bob and I were the only ones shoot-

ing traditional equipment. The two

from Connecticut were shooting those

compounds that utilize two-piece

recurve looking limbs that are can-

tilevered together and are supposed to

be faster than anything—but then isn’t

that every compound’s claim to fame?

We shot every day—stump-shooting,

clod-busting, and wandering around.

One of the Connecticut guys came out

with us on the second or third day and

as soon as he saw that we could shoot

better than him he went back to the

house and made no mention of shooting

again.

    I started moving back deeper into

the brush and farther from the edges of

the field, which was where most every-

thing was set up. Getting closer to

where deer were bedding seemed the

better idea to me. The animals weren’t
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showing up until the last moments of

daylight and it made sense to move

closer to them and hopefully add a little

shooting light. It meant a stealthier,

more careful approach, but we started

seeing the deer earlier, but still not

quite early enough.

    One of the Connecticut hunters took

a shot but didn’t know the outcome,

because it was too dark to tell anything,

including whether it was positively a

buck. There was a discussion about

whether we should go look for his arrow

or wait for morning. Morning won out,

since they weren’t hunting in the morn-

ing they could go out at their leisure. He

didn’t really think he’d hit it since he

couldn’t clearly see his sight, or maybe

even the animal.

    “You’re up so high in that darned

stand that it’s hard to make out any-

thing once the light fades,” he told us.

He seemed particularly happy with the

attention he was getting, whether the

shot led to success or failure. It was

unclear how much time they spent look-

ing the following morning, and Miller

simply shook his head when I asked.

    The last morning began with rain and

wind and I considered staying in, but

then I could hear it easing up on the

roof and windows and went ahead with

my preparations, already thinking

about the wet woods and doing a last

morning ease-around. After Miller

drove away I walked north a short dis-

tance and then angled west, picking a

line that seemed to follow the ridge. It

always amazes me how exhilarated I

feel when I’m still-hunting, particularly

the first half hour or so after beginning.

Sometimes I feel I should never hunt in

any other fashion. I have to admit that

feeling abates a bit with each crunching

leaf or snapping twig, but it still far sur-

passes any other form of bowhunting

for me—and I’m not even very good at

it. For sure, it’s not my most productive

method.

    We were hunting fairly open country,

a lot like the quaky patches in Colorado,

with underbrush scattered and fairly

low. I had to move slowly and not too

much. Mostly I tried to locate myself

behind the bigger trees and do a lot of

looking and very little moving. It was

just good light when I thought I saw

movement low and off to my left, but

couldn’t find anything when I zoomed

in with my glasses. I stood for a few

minutes longer, leaning to my left and

focusing. Nothing.

    I then moved slowly uphill toward a

clump of wrist-sized poplar saplings,

seeing movement and trying to focus

and stop at the same time. I froze mid-

stride, still unsure that I was seeing

anything and yet trying to move my

head around slowly even before my eyes

clearly identified something there.

Then, as if someone flashed a life size

color photo in front of me and then

jerked it away, a deer with gigantic

antlers appeared momentarily staring

straight at me. Then it was gone, and

there were only the saplings. I took a

cautious step, followed by another. And

then I heard that telltale “thump” that

whitetail hunters know, and took a cou-

ple of quick steps forward, leaning, look-

ing and fumbling for an arrow at the

same time.

    I walked quickly forward, almost

running, trying to move quietly. The

side hill dropped off abruptly, and all I

could see was dense brush, which, with

the downhill slope, was capable of hid-

ing a Sherman tank if it had a two-sec-

ond head start. I leaned against a tree

and listened for a while. Even though I

didn’t get much of a look I knew that

was a very big deer, and I wanted to see

more of it. Circling around into the

wind was the first thing that came to

mind. I moved quickly down and around

the flow of the ridge and then stopped

behind the first big tree I came to. I

remained motionless for several min-

utes, took a half-dozen quick bounds,

and stood again. I remembered that

making a big, quick circle into the wind

was what Art LaHa used to say to do

when you spooked a deer in heavy

cover—make a quick, wide circle, stop

and wait for a few minutes, do it again,

and keep doing it. There was a decent
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chance of the animal circling back, try-

ing to get around to see what and where

you were.

    I had moved three or four times and

was looking back uphill when I heard

and then saw an animal hurrying down-

hill toward me. I had nothing more than

a moment to shift around, realize an

arrow was already in my hand, and

search for the string. I can still see the

deer coming in careful downhill bounds,

picking his footing, to the left and then

the right, making almost no noise, com-

ing low and quick. There was a lot of

brush between us, and I was thinking

about a place to shoot and trying to see

him at the same time. I stood in a little

opening on the side of an eroded bank

just before it dropped off into a dry

ravine. I don’t think he saw me, but he

came to a sudden stop as I started bring-

ing the bow up.

    I don’t know just where the arrow

went, but I heard a “whack.” The deer

jumped forward and stopped and then

began picking his way down the gully. I

didn’t think I could get an arrow

through the jumble of limbs around

him, but then a second arrow was on

the way and I saw the arc of the red

feather disappear where he’d just been.

I didn’t move for a bit, and then I eased

slowly toward where I’d last seen the

deer, not sure what I would or wouldn’t

see. I could see leaves scuffed up as soon

as I looked over the rise. Then I saw him

standing, leaning to the side just before

his legs went out from under him. I put

the glasses on him and could see that

I’d hit him well back on the ribs, but the

forward angle couldn’t have been more

perfect. I remember thinking this was

definitely a big deer with some odd

looking points. When I got closer, I was

taken aback by the size and length of

his brow points.

    It took a while for me to get my bear-

ings, but I determined I was no more

than a quarter mile from one of the

ranch roads. Miller and I had the buck

loaded and back to the barn a little

after noon. Of course everyone came to

look him over and comment. He was an

impressive animal, for sure. One of the

things that we noticed was that he had

a cut across the top of his hindquarters,

which I supposed was a product of my

first missed shot—although it could

have been my second shot, with the first

one the killer.

    I remember the boys from

Connecticut whispering together. Then

one of them said that there was a good

chance that this was the deer he’d hit

earlier out of his tree stand, and I’d

maybe just walked up on his wounded

animal. Miller immediately said that

wasn’t likely from the look of the cut,
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and there were twenty-five or thirty

miles between where he’d shot at his

deer and where I’d shot this one. Then

there was the fact that his arrow had

never been found and at the time he

had no idea what he’d even shot at. The

second wound was nothing more than a

superficial cut across the hip, with

almost no blood around the cut. It was

obvious that the shaft had not entered

the body cavity.

    We went back to the cabins. Even

though Miller and I tried to divert the

conversation, as the evening wore on

and the pile of empty beer cans grew,

the deer became an ever-more impor-

tant topic. Oddly enough each beer

seemed to bring together pieces of a

puzzle that could only make sense in a

paper back mystery. “The more I think

about it,” the hunter who had shot ear-

lier said, “I remember seeing a really

high non-typical.” The fact that there

was no blood and no arrow became less

and less important.

    I didn’t help my case by saying, “If

you think it’s yours, it’s yours as far as

I’m concerned. The rule of first blood

has to be considered. It’s not that impor-

tant to me.”

    The truth was, I didn’t want a deer

that someone else thought was theirs.

Of course it wasn’t his deer, and he

knew that too. But he was willing to

take advantage of my willingness to

turn it over to him. As long as I was

willing to let them do it, they were okay

with doing it. I suspect my saying they

should take it was probably all they

needed to hear. But, they knew—and I

knew.

    Miller was not very happy about

what was going on. “The rule of first

blood only applies to a lethal hit,” he

said, “and that’s standard. It’s what I’ve

always heard and what we’ve always

tried to practice. But all that aside, ain’t

nothing lethal about that cut across his

butt that I can see. And, I’m as sure as

anyone could be that it wasn’t his arrow

that killed that deer.” At some point, I

said I was through talking about it and

went to bed.

    By mid-morning the Connecticut

boys were gone, as was the deer. I never

heard anything more about them or the

deer. I wonder if they’re still bowhunt-

ing. Miller said he never heard from

them again, and I doubt he would have

taken them on again anyway.

    I was as exhilarated as any

bowhunter could be over having shot

that animal, particularly under the cir-

cumstances. I don’t think you can do

much to improve on a buck that size

taken from the ground with a longbow

and a wood arrow. But I’ve been doing

this for a long time, and it’s the doing of

it that’s the important thing, not being

able to hold an animal up for praise.

That’s never been all that important to

me, and it’s less so these days than it’s

ever been. I’m not trying to paint a pic-

ture of me as a hero. I just think it’s an

interesting story, and if I can tell it just

right you’ll maybe sense too that it’s the

hunting, the equipment, and the ani-

mal, not the killing of it, or the applause

a really big one can bring.

    This hunt did not take place in

Saskatchewan (although it was

Canada). The names have been

changed, although the circumstances

are otherwise as reported. This hap-

pened in the mid-1990s. I have corrobo-

rating witnesses who were there. The

guide has since died, but he quit han-

dling whitetail hunters and went strict-

ly to bears.

    Fred Asbell is the magazine’s

Shooting Editor. He lives in Michigan

with his wife, Teresa.
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FF
ollowing the path of a wayward arrow from a missed

grouse, I spotted the large black ring on the birch tree.

Rubbing my hands over the bark scar, I imagined one

of the traditional bowhunters who had preceded me here craft-

ing a birch bark call. Was this tree used by the legendary Jay

Massey, or perhaps Doug Borland? Maybe Dick Hamilton had

wielded the knife to remove the bark for a moose call. My hus-

band, Sterling, had made one a couple of years previously on a

visit to the river. Had he chosen this tree?

       September in the North Country means moose to most

hunters, and few bowhunters haven’t dreamed of stalking or

calling the world’s biggest deer. I was camped along the bank

of the Moose John River, and making a traditional moose call

just seemed like the thing to do. Living in Florida while

learning to be a bowhunter, I had cut my teeth on stories of

those early hunts on Alaska’s Moose John. I had always

wanted to hunt the area, but its remote location made access

difficult as well as expensive, so it had taken many years to

realize this goal. Moving to Alaska and buying an airplane

facilitated this hunting trip.

       Having flown from Fairbanks, we made a last stop in

McGrath for fuel before eventually sighting the small bench

used for a landing strip. The remote location and limited

access enabled the area to remain relatively unscathed in

the face of increasing technology and encroaching civiliza-

tion. Small planes are very weight restrictive, and we had

pared down to bare essentials for this month long trip. Every

ounce counted.

       I had seen a fiberglass replica of a birch bark call in a

big sporting goods store in town. They were not only heavy

and expensive, but they lacked the romance of an authentic

handmade one. I recalled reading instructions for crafting a

call in one of Jay Massey’s books, and knew I would enjoy

Crafting a Birch Bark
Moose Call

By Krista Holbrook

Left—A variety of calls, the size of which depends on
the size of the tree and how tight it is rolled.

Above—The author’s husband, Sterling, responds to a
moose down by the river.
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making one of my own. Peeling the outer bark should not

harm the tree, as evidenced by the dark scars from peelings

years earlier on several healthy birches in the area. I took

my first one from a tree that already had seen use and felt

that it offered a connection to past hunts.

       With their yellow fall leaves and white bark, birches are

easy to locate. It was simply a matter of finding the appro-

priate size tree with a section of trunk about a foot long

without branch scars or major blemishes. Smooth, even bark

will allow the bark to roll without cracking. I would end up

making several calls just for the pleasure of experimenta-

tion. Like the trees themselves, there was significant varia-

tion between the calls that has little effect on function.

       The trees varied in both color and thickness of bark as

well as diameter, but all calls seemed to work well by ampli-

fying sound. The finished bell-shaped horn is about a foot

long, two and a half inches at the small end and around six

inches at the big end. It amplifies sound, imitating both the

bull moose’s grunting call—which sounds something like

“eerrooopp”—and the female’s long, wavering cow-like moan.

       The call is crafted by cutting into the bark around the

trunk of the tree. Begin by making two circular cuts about a

foot apart. Birch bark is thick and peels readily. Do not cut

all the way through the cambium layer, which lies under the

bark. This is where the tree transports nutrients. Cutting

deeply through the cambium layer is called girdling and

would kill the tree.

       Once the circular cuts are complete, an additional long,

straight cut down the trunk connects the other two, creating

a wide strip that one can free from around the tree. By

inserting the tip of your knife blade into the top of the

straight cut, you can gradually work it under the bark and

toward the bottom of this cut. Go slowly and gently, being

careful to avoid cutting yourself or cracking the bark.

       Patiently prying the bark away from the tree will grad-

ually yield a section that you can roll up, creating a tube.

Once you have this tube of partially removed bark, you can

Sterling makes two circular cuts about a foot apart,
as well as one connecting them.

Slowly peel away the bark completely around the tree.
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hold onto it for a handle as you continue pulling. Gripping

the roll tightly, simply continue to peel the remainder of the

bark, rolling it off around the trunk. Some trees peel more

easily than others. The bark may come off quite easily, or you

may need to use the knife as you pull to aid in removing this

sheet of bark. When completed, you should have a rectangu-

lar sheet of bark that you can roll into a horn shape and

secure with a flexible stem.

       Bring one corner of the short rectangle up towards the

longer side and coax it gently into shape. Often calls are

made with the outside of the bark on the inside of the horn,

just the opposite of the way it grew on the tree. Some think

this offers more resonance when using the call.

       Once the desired shape is achieved, it can be secured in

place using any strong, flexible stem like willow or alder. Use

the tip of your knife to pierce through all layers of bark in

two places, several inches from each end of the horn. This is

best accomplished by twisting and pushing the blade tip as

if you were drilling the hole. Cut the stem to be used with a

sharply pointed end and force it through the first hole to

help hold the shape and alignment while cutting the second

hole. The stick will function like a large safety pin, securing

the rolled bark in place. It should extend an inch or two

beyond each hole, with any excess cut off. The longer trian-

gular shaped piece, which naturally extends beyond the end

of the horn, can be left as is, folded over, or trimmed off.

Gently roll the bark into a funnel.

http://www.brownellarchery.com
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       Using the knife tip, you can drill two additional small

holes for a leather thong or lace to facilitate carrying this

very lightweight call. I experimented by making one call

with the bark on the outside and another on the inside, and

also by folding the excess over on one call and pinning it in

place with a stem just like the one used to secure the main

body of the call. Each call offered a slight variation in sound,

just as each individual moose does. Moose vocalize more

often and respond more readily as the rut advances.

       Experienced opinion recommends making noise while

moose hunting. If you are bellowing out a challenge and a

moose responds, it will expect to find another moose.

Thrashing bushes and breaking branches is probably the

most effective way to call in a bull. If the caller is located a

distance beyond the shooter, they can thrash bushes and

then show the moose something imitating an antler. I know

people who have used boat paddles, old moose scapulae,

lantern covers, or cut sheets of painted plywood for this pur-

pose. When weight restricted, you can use the birch call for

thrashing and display. They hold up surprisingly well, but if

you trash the call it is easy to make another.

       A good hunter should be a good woodsman, and that

entails knowing the resources in the habitat you travel. In

addition to providing material for a call, birch bark is won-

derful tinder. The wispy, thin outer layers of bark can be eas-

ily peeled off by hand and will burn dripping wet. It is much

superior even to paper. You can repurpose an old call by

using it for a handy fire starter even in wet conditions. Birch

bark is also a wonderful basket material, and the wood

makes superior firewood when dry. This is a tree to know

when in the north woods moose country. The grouse arrow I

never found had been a birch shaft, recycled into the forest.

      Regular contributor Krista Holbrook and her husband

Sterling divide their time between their home in Fairbanks,

Alaska and Hawaii. In addition to her traditional bowhunt-

ing skills, Krista is a highly accomplished diver.

Once the desired shape has been achieved, punch
through all layers with a sharp knife in two places to

accept a willow or other soft wood branch.
Insert one end of the twig into one of the holes, and
carefully bend and place it through the second hole.
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MM
any of us are old enough to

remember when one read

printed books, newspapers,

and magazines perforce, because there

were no electronic alternatives. And

we’re not that old—the digital revolution

in information technology took place at

an incredible speed. Today’s kids receive

virtually all their information and read-

ing material electronically. Like it or

hate it—and my own feelings are

mixed—this is the new reality in the

world of journalism. In a few more years,

a magazine without an on-line presence

may not have any presence at all.

    Here at Traditional Bowhunter we

were smart enough to recognize this

obvious fact but not smart enough to

address it until Robin Conrads bravely

volunteered to take the magazine into

the digital world. A surprising number

of regular readers don’t even know

about our website and its many remark-

able, user-friendly features. So let’s all

meet TBM Webmother Robin Conrads

and the digital portal to the traditional

bowhunting world that she created.

     EDT: Please tell us about where you’re

from, your prior education and job experi-

ence, a bit about your family, and your ini-

tial involvement with the magazine.

On-Line
An interview with...

Traditional Bowhunter® Webmother Robin Conrads

By E. Donnall Thomas Jr.

Whether working from home, or at
the main office here in Eagle,

Idaho, Robin manages to keep the
web site up to date and running

smoothly.



    RC: I am the second of four children,

and I grew up in Northern California. I

am the “real mother” of two grown chil-

dren, Travis (33) and Kerri (30), and

Meemaw to three beautiful grandchil-

dren.

    My dad loved all things “techy,” and

he owned one of the first Mac comput-

ers. I must have inherited the ability to

think in logical steps, because every job

I’ve ever had involved mastering the

computer programs and explaining

them to others. I’ve never had formal

training in programming. I always

leaned more toward helping the end

users run the software programs.

    When T.J. started Traditional

Bowhunter, we had two small children

and full-time jobs. Mine was in banking.

I didn’t have a lot of time to help in

those early years, but I did odd jobs,

such as scanning/re-typing articles, and

proofreading. We moved back to Idaho

in 2000, and I wanted to get out of

banking. I began working in the

Subscription Department, providing

phone support and customer service for

TBM. I loved that job because I got to

chat with customers and help them

with their orders, solve various prob-

lems, and make the process easy and

enjoyable for anyone who called our

office. I learned that I might be the only

person in the whole company that a

customer deals with, and they decide

whether they like us (or don’t like us)

based on simple courtesy and pleasant

efficiency.

    EDT: What motivated you to consid-

er developing a website for the maga-

zine?

    RC: TBM had a website in the mid

’90s where people could buy a subscrip-

tion or merchandise, but we had to con-

tact someone else to make any changes.

Oddly enough, it didn’t change much.

Around 2003, as the Internet became

more popular, we needed to have a web-

site we could manage for products and

content. Brian Cole became my new

best friend, and he taught me a lot

about running a website. I didn’t have

to write the code or programming, but I

did have to fill in the content.

    When mobile devices appeared on

the scene, it became apparent that we

needed to move in that direction for cus-

tomers who wanted their magazine in a

digital version. It was a small number

back then, and it is still a small number

of our overall readers, but it’s a segment

that will continue to grow. We needed to

stay up to date with the technology, or

we’d be left in the dust.

    In 2008 I began researching ways to

provide a digital magazine to paying

customers, but also provide a website

and shopping cart for all of our readers.

A membership site provided that solu-

tion. A small company called

MemberGate filled that need and so

much more.

    EDT: Why does a magazine need a

website?

    RC: For many years, the main pur-
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Robin and Advertisement Manager, Kerri Doyle, outlining topics and
direction before a meeting.
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pose of the website was for customers to

purchase subscriptions, merchandise,

and back issues from the comfort of

their home. But now it has changed to a

place we want customers to return to

frequently. Social networking provides

a “community” where like-minded peo-

ple can discuss topics important to

them. Because our magazine is pub-

lished every other month, many readers

wanted something to fill in the time

between issues.

    EDT: Were your husband T.J. and

Larry Fischer involved at first, or was

the website your brainchild?

    RC: T.J. and I discussed it for a while

before I actually found a solution that

would work. He and Larry always sup-

ported my ideas and encouraged me to

move forward with technology, while

still keeping our customer base happy.

    EDT: Was the rest of the magazine

staff supportive, or did you have to

twist any arms?

    RC: As I said, they were always sup-

portive and open to my ideas, but I had

to do the legwork. The arm twisting

came when I was working forty hours a

week managing subscriptions, then

working nights and weekends on the

website. T.J. was less than thrilled to

see my nose in my laptop every spare

minute for months on end. We had to

convince Larry that we needed to hire

someone to work subscriptions. Website

expense is one thing, but now it

required a lot more money than we had

planned. I also had to train and super-

vise that employee to carry on the same

values that were important to our com-

pany as a whole. It wasn’t too hard to

get them to agree.

    EDT: When did the website go on-

line?

    RC: The membership site we have

now went online in November 2008.

    EDT: Did you have any training or

experience in building a website, or did

you have to learn as you went?

    RC: I’m a “learn as you go” type of

person. I have no formal training in

building websites, but Google is my

friend. I’ve probably done everything

the hard way, but I don’t know any bet-

ter.

    EDT: What were the biggest chal-

lenges you faced taking the website

from an idea to reality?

    RC: Content and marketing were my

biggest challenges. I have basically

built every page you see on our site,

from the Feature Articles, Tip of the

Week, About Us bios, every item in the

shopping carts…it was a huge under-

taking that took months to complete.
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Half of the TBM staff are highly talented and energetic women who add
immensely to the overall production of the magazine and its media

growth. Here Robin outlines on-line growth and direction with staff at
the annual meeting.
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Now, after seven years, we have tons of

information on the website.

    The other challenge was getting peo-

ple interested enough to return to the

site frequently. The Campfire Forum

was the perfect vehicle for members to

come back and chat with their friends.

We also have a lot of members who read

the posts, laugh and learn, but never

post a word. That’s okay, too.

    EDT: Please tell us about some of

the people who helped you along the

way.

    RC: As I said earlier, Brian Cole was

instrumental in sparking that fire to dig

into the website world. I think he got just

as excited as I did once we really started

working together, but he’s an excitable

guy and one of my favorite people to this

day. At the launch of our current mem-

bership site in 2008, Dave Petersen con-

tacted me about the forum. He’d been

involved in others, and he had definite

ideas as to how ours should be moderat-

ed. We made it very clear to the members

that we wouldn’t tolerate any disrespect

toward fellow members. Different opin-

ions are to be expected, but that can be

done in a mature, factual manner with-

out name-calling and belittling. I also

think it helped that a woman was mod-

erating and reading every post. Dave

coined the name “Webmother” and the

members behave like their own mom is

reading their post. Dave moderated the

forum for many years and brought some-

thing I couldn’t: an experienced

bowhunter’s perspective. I’m happy to

help members with technical questions

and find articles they need, but the guys

don’t want to talk to me about hunting,

equipment, or challenges they are hav-

ing while bowhunting. Our forums are

what they are largely because of the

work that Dave did for many years, and

I can’t thank him enough. He has

stepped away as a moderator, but we

remain good friends.

    EDT: The website is a whole made

up of many parts. Please describe the

features and departments this one

includes.

    RC: I was looking for a membership

site and found so much more! I am sur-

prised how many site visitors think we

only have a forum. After seven years of

growing the site, we have hundreds of

pages and areas to discover. Some are

free to everyone, some require a free

membership, and some require a paid,

or Premium, membership. The latter

provides access to the digital version of

the magazine, a 10% discount on every-

thing we sell through the site, and

access to all of our sold out issues—a

very good value for $10 per year!

    The main reason for the new website

was to provide a digital version of

Traditional Bowhunter Magazine. It is

identical to the print version, and paying

members are able to download it to their

computer or mobile device for reading

offline. The digital version goes live on

the website the same day subscriber

print copies are mailed, so Premium

Members have the new issue five to ten

days before anyone else. They can also

read the digital version of twenty-six

sold out issues. We couldn’t possibly dig-

italize every issue we’ve ever published,

but the sold out issues are fun to browse

through. We also sell the digital issues

individually through the shopping cart.

Check out the Sample Issue on our site

and see if that version works for you. The

digital version of Traditional Bowhunter

Magazine is also available through the

iTunes Store and Pocketmags.com.

    The TBM Tip of the Week is a free

weekly e-mail about traditional

bowhunting and other outdoor related

topics. These are not disguised advertis-

ing, although we do sometimes promote

a product or advertiser, but really help-

ful tips submitted by many of our read-

ers. Comments are welcome, and often

printed in the next newsletter. Replies

to these e-mails go directly to me, we

NEVER share our customers’ e-mail

address, and you can unsubscribe at

any time and it will actually stop. I find

that refreshing in a time when we are

all bombarded with sales e-mail, do-not-

reply messages, and unwanted junk

because someone shared my e-mail

address.

    There are four photo galleries:
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Traditional Harvests, Scenic Photos,

Camp and Field Photos, and Family and

Shoot Photos. The forum has three cate-

gories: Campfire Forum for general con-

versations; Bows and Equipment; and

Friends of FOC for followers of Dr. Ed

Ashby’s lethality studies. Our site main-

tains a complete library of Dr. Ashby’s

studies, including the articles we pub-

lished in TBM. Ed is a frequent visitor

to the site and happily answers ques-

tions. Feature Articles are published

several times per month. As you know,

TBM receives a lot of excellent submis-

sions that we do not have enough space

to publish in the print magazine, so the

website is a great alternative. It also

fills in the void for bowhunting stories

while waiting for the next issue. We

have a Classified Ads area where mem-

bers can buy, sell, or trade used bows,

equipment, and magazines (no business

ads, please). The Calendar of Events will

list all the shoots and banquets that we

know about, and submitting a tradition-

al archery event is easy. Other cate-

gories include Meet the Folks, Chef in

the Wild, Camp Chef, Download Library,

and much more.

    EDT: What does the website have to

offer advertisers?

    RC: We offer rotating ads in a top

banner and side banner format. The

benefit is that members can click

through directly to the advertiser’s web-

site. The cost is also significantly less

than our print prices. Ads change as a

user goes to a different page, and space

is limited so that each ad is seen within

a few clicks. Additionally, every adver-

tiser in the magazine has a hot link to

their website in the digital version.

    EDT: What would you say to readers

of the print magazine who have never

visited the website?

    RC: You will find a wealth of infor-

mation on our site. There are hundreds

of articles, tips, recipes, and photos, as

well as a shopping cart to renew your

subscription or buy merchandise. Check

out the forum posts, and say hello to the

group. You’ll be amazed how welcoming

and helpful the other members are. You

don’t have to be a technical wizard to

navigate our site, and if you ask for help,

I’ll be there to answer your questions.

Our website is a lot like our magazine,

run by real people dedicated to readers

and members. We do things a little dif-

ferently from many in the industry.

    EDT: What is it like being

Webmother to a bunch of opinionated

bowhunters?

    RC: It seems pretty easy now, but

that’s because we set the tone in the

very beginning. These guys are my

friends, and I try to treat them that way

if they get too opinionated. I start with

a personal message warning or an

explanation if I have to delete a post.

Some people don’t like our rules, but

they often don’t stick around long. Some

visitors are just looking for a fight, and

that has been a major problem at some

other bowhunting websites. I will say

that almost every regular member has

had a post or two deleted. It’s nothing
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To add variety, the TBM web site’s home page is undergoing a new
revamp to improve the look and user friendliness.
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personal, and it doesn’t happen very

often.

    EDT: There are other traditional

bowhunting websites in cyberspace.

How is this one different?

    RC: In many ways we are very much

like the other traditional sites: pull up a

chair, ask a question, wait for replies, etc.

One difference is that you can expect a

warm welcome and some useful replies.

Tradbow.com is probably the smallest of

all the other groups. Maybe that’s

because there is a “mom” involved. We

don’t tolerate bad behavior, although I

think most other sites try to curb that as

well. I don’t get it, but I’d rather have

quality members than a large number of

people looking for a fight. Maybe we’re

boring, but if you are looking for good

conversations and very little drama,
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Although Robin doesn’t bowhunt—yet—she does shoot a recurve and loves
to fish, camp, and spend time in the outdoors. Here she proudly displays

a Pacific bonito she caught while fishing offshore of Costa Rica.

A rainbow for dinner, caught on a
small stream while camping deep
in the Idaho wilderness on a moose

scouting trip with T.J.

http://www.bows.net
http://www.farrwestleather.com
http://www.worldclassbows.com
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jump in and join this group.

    EDT: Unfortunately, some of those websites have

acquired a reputation for rudeness and lack of courtesy.

What have you done to keep the peace?

    RC: Snap and point! (Ha, ha!) I like to keep it light with

real mother statements like, “Don’t make me come in there!”

The guys get it. We simply don’t tolerate anything that even

looks like rude behavior. 

    EDT: The website often looks like a family discussion.

Would you like to identify some of the regulars you’d like to

single out for recognition?

    RC: There are so many characters! It’s fun to watch R2

and Doc Nock tease each other. Patrick has been a member

longer than I have—don’t ask me how that happened! There

are many more, and they all bring a special flavor to the site.

We have members in all states and many foreign countries.

We support each other through military deployments, grow-

ing families, lost pets, and many aspects of life, all while dis-

cussing the nuances of traditional archery. When conversa-

tions go off-topic, Colmike will end his comment with, “Mom,

I shot my bow today.” They make me smile!

    EDT: What part of supervising the website do you enjoy

the most? The least?

    RC: I enjoy helping people and making the site enjoyable

for everyone. One of my most and least favorite things is

related: I can work from anywhere. I don’t work regular

hours, and I can’t be anywhere before 10 a.m., but I’m likely

to work a little bit every day, even while on vacation.

Sometimes I take this Webmother job a little too seriously.

The good thing is that most issues can be handled quickly,

and I do have a lot of free time.

    EDT:With an eye to the future, can you tell us about any

developing plans you might have for the website? The chal-

lenges?

    RC: I am in the process of upgrading the site so that it

works better on a mobile device. The upgrade would also

improve some menu issues, and add several other features. I

would like to go back and rescan all the sold out issues. The

technology has changed so much since 2008, and I cringe

when I look at them.

    EDT: Do you have any final personal thoughts about the

website you’d like to share with readers?

    RC: I love my job! There is a real person at the other end

of our website. So, whether it’s a question about the site, a

missing magazine, or a comment you’d like to share with us,

I’m there to help. I also enjoy meeting our readers and web-

site members in person at shows and events. The website is

just a thing that lives in cyberspace. It’s the people who

make it fun and interesting.

    Full disclosure: I am one of the least digitally oriented peo-

ple in the world. While the Internet has revolutionized the

writing and publishing business (largely for the better), I

have never hesitated to express my concerns about the

impact electronic technology and social networking are hav-

ing on our society as a whole. But there is a beneficial side to

that too, and I cruise the TBM website often enough to appre-

ciate what a great job Robin is doing. If you are one of our

many print readers who hasn’t explored the website for

whatever reason, please consider a visit to www.tradbow.com.

You may discover a whole new world of information and

friendship within the traditional bowhunting community.

http://www.rerbows.com
http://www.tradbow.com
http://www.tradbow.com
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TT
he sun was sinking toward the horizon and a chill was

settling over the October woods when I first heard the

sound. Initially it was little more than a rustling in

the leaves – the same as I’d heard earlier when a white-

crowned sparrow rummaged in the underbrush beneath my

stand looking for seeds.

       As the sound became more insistent though, it began to

dawn on me that this was the real thing. One—maybe

more—deer moving slowly along the trail on my left and

behind me that crossed a low spot in the fence. The little

orange light somewhere in my head began flashing, putting

my hunting instincts on full alert. I slowly pivoted my body

and placed my fingers on the bowstring, trying to do so with-

out alerting the maker of the approaching footfalls, now

unmistakably those of a whitetail deer dawdling along as it

approached the field. Then, somewhere just behind my tree,

the sound stopped.

       There was no doubt as to what was happening. The

thing in the branches hadn’t been there the night before, and

the deer was wondering what that blob was and how it got

there. Just some debris, blown in by the wind, perhaps? Or

was it something more sinister? Long minutes passed as the

animal sorted things out. Then the steps began again.

       As the deer approached I caught a glimpse of it—no,

them—through the dogwoods. The doe, large, graceful, and

sleek with winter fat, came first, slowly bobbing her head back

and forth, stopping and nervously twitching her tail. Radar

dish ears swiveled, and a sensitive nose tested the evening

breezes. Behind her followed her fawn, guileless and trusting.

       The pair dallied along the fence line, in no apparent

hurry to cross over and browse on the clover growing just

beyond the barbed wire. Here in the safety of the woods they

nibbled on dogwood shoots and aspen buds as they looked

things over. A dog barked in a distant farmyard, and the doe

stiffened, gazing into the field intently before returning to

her nibbling. She was feeding a scant nine feet from my

stand when she looked up and wrinkled her nose as she

checked me over again. She was close—too close, and I

expected her to catch my scent at any moment.

       But she was distracted by the trailing fawn, which

placed its head on her rump and nuzzled her. The doe turned

and their noses touched. Then the fawn stepped back onto

the deer trail and slipped through the fence. Once on the

other side it stopped momentarily, standing directly in the

shooting lane I’d trimmed through the brush the previous

afternoon. Still, I was not tempted. Better to let the little one

grow another year or two.

       Then it was the doe’s turn. She jumped effortlessly over

the wire and paused in the same spot. An owl hooted from a

nearby tree as she stood broadside, head turned away from

me. Now was the time to slip an arrow between her ribs. The

months of shooting at deer silhouettes from the roof of my

shed in summer’s heat, the scouting, and then the hard work

of wrestling a stand up into a perfect spot were now all com-

ing together. She was right where I wanted her, and I was

about to reap the rewards of my labors.

       Inexplicably, however, the bow did not come up.

Something was wrong! The red light in the fire-control part

of my brain was flashing furiously as the klaxon shrieked

shoot, shoot, SHOOT! A major malfunction somewhere in

the system was occurring.

       After a long moment, the doe turned and walked out

into the field to join her fawn. I watched them go with my

fingers still on the undrawn bowstring.

      Regular contributor Duncan Pledger is a journalist from

Milton, Wisconsin.

Incident Along a Fence Line

By Duncan Pledger

mailto:arrowsticks@gmail.com


II
n the summer of 2014, I had the

privilege to examine authentic

Native American arrows housed

in the Smithsonian’s collections.

Numerous tribes were represented, but

I was really drawn to a group of Apache

arrows collected in the 1870s. The

Apache were fierce fighters who used

guerilla warfare to confound and frus-

trate the U.S. Army for decades before

finally being forced onto reservations.

I’ve always been impressed by their

ability to survive in the harsh deserts,

and seeing their actual arrows inspired

me to replicate them. In this article I’ll

show you how to make a museum qual-

ity replica Apache arrow based on the

artifacts I examined. I’ll use the same

materials and construction techniques

the original Apache warriors used.

    Apache arrows were made from reed

that was almost half an inch in diameter,

with hardwood foreshafts. The arrows

were quite long, between 30 and 37 inch-

es in total length. For me, the hardest

part of replicating these arrows was

finding the reed used by the Apache. In

my home state of Georgia, river cane is

abundant, but it obviously wasn’t used

by the Apaches. I searched for months

before I found reed by pure accident. I

was browsing for Christmas decorations

at a local Garden Ridge store (now called

At Home) when I came upon a section of

decorative reed, bamboo, dried grass and

other various floral arrangements meant

for home décor. I immediately began

looking through the reeds and found sev-

eral bundles that would work. I don’t

know where this reed came from, but it

seemed identical to the reed used by the

Apache. I carefully selected the straight-

est reeds I could find and bundled them

together. A bundle of six reeds cost a

mere five dollars, so I bought a few bun-
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Above—The completed museum-quality Apache arrow.

Below—The reed is carefully heated and straightened. Reed is fragile, so
choose the straightest reeds you can find. 

Making an 
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dles and brought them home. If you want

to make your own replica Apache arrow

and reed doesn’t grow near you, check

out local home décor stores.

    The reed was already seasoned, so I

started a fire, gently heated, and then

straightened the reed. This must be

done carefully, because reed is fragile.

Too much bending pressure will kink

the reed, greatly weakening it at that

point. Because I’d selected the straight-

est reeds, straightening was relatively

easy. After straightening, it was allowed

to cool for an hour.

    The Apache always placed the large

end of the reed forward, often with long

V slits cut into the first inch of the reed.

These slits are then wrapped with

sinew to constrict the reed so it could

accept a smaller diameter foreshaft. I

first gently scratched up the front por-

tion of the reed with a stone flake so the

sinew had something to grab. Without

it, the sinew will slide on the slick reed

and not hold its position. Once the scor-

ing was finished, long slits were careful-

ly cut into the reed with a sharp knife

and then wrapped with wet sinew.

When the sinew dries, it pulls the slits
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The long slits and scoring on the
large end of the reed will be
wrapped with wet sinew to
reinforce the reed and 
constrict its diameter.

The nock is carved just behind a
joint, just as was done on the 
original arrow. This joint helps
reinforce the nock and prevent

splitting when shot. 

The author painted the shaft red and black, the identical colors used by
the Apache Indians. 
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closed and reduces the reed’s inside

diameter. It also greatly reinforces the

reed at this point. I also carved the nock

in the other end of the arrow, and placed

it behind a joint as was done on the

original arrows. This joint is stronger

and prevents the reed from splitting

when shot.

    All the original Apache arrows had

foreshafts of hardwood. Unfortunately, I

was unable to determine what wood

species was used, though it may have

been twigs of mountain mahogany or

mesquite. Just about any straight shoot

can be used for foreshafts, so I chose to

use dogwood. It’s hard, strong, and per-

forms exceptionally well on my own

hunting arrows. I selected a seasoned,

straight shoot, scraped the bark off, and

carefully reduced its diameter so it fit

into the reed snugly. I then sighted down

the arrow to check for alignment of fore-

shaft and the reed main shaft. If it’s not

aligned, the foreshaft can be rotated

while in the reed and then rechecked.

There is usually a point where the fore-

shaft will be most in-line. Even if it’s not

perfect, the foreshaft can then be heated

over a small flame and straightened so

it’s aligned with the reed shaft. Once

straight, I carefully pull the foreshaft

out and mark the base of the foreshaft

and the inside of the reed. These align-

ment marks ensure that whenever the

foreshaft is inserted, it remains perfect-

ly aligned with the reed shaft.

    Before fletching is applied, the shaft

must be painted. Apache cresting con-

sisted of two wide bands of color (either

red and black or red and brown) applied

at the front and rear areas under the

feathers. Reed possesses a shiny, waxy

coating that must be removed to allow

the paint to bind. I wrapped a small

piece of 220-grit sandpaper around the

reed where it was to be painted and

rotated the shaft while gently squeez-

ing the paper. A few rotations are all

that’s needed.

    I then painted the shaft with red and

black earth paints. The black is made
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The rear of the feathers are secured first with a wrap of wet sinew.
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from pulverized charcoal, and the red is

made from finely crushed red ochre.

Both are mixed with a matte acrylic

binder available at any art store. You can

also use acrylic paints that are diluted

slightly with water to tone down the col-

ors, so they match what the Apaches

used. Acrylics are great because they can

be washed off brushes with soap and

water but are waterproof once dry. They

also dry quite quickly. Also, paint a nar-

row black ring around the front of the

shaft in the center of the sinew that rein-

forces the front of the reed.

    After the paint dried, it was time to

apply the fletching. Apache fletching,

typically between three-and-a-half to

five inches long, was a mix of turkey

wing, turkey tail, hawk wing and hawk

tail feathers. They would often have a

mix of feathers on one arrow (turkey

wing and tail, for example). The feathers

were wrapped with sinew on each end

but were not glued to the shaft. In prepa-

ration for fletching my replica arrow, I

first measured where the feathers would

be placed and then carefully scored the

areas where the sinew wraps would be

with a stone flake, taking care not to cut

too deeply and weaken the reed. Raptor

feathers are illegal to possess so I

couldn’t use them for fletching, but I had

plenty of turkey feathers that would still

be authentic to the original. I chose two

wing feathers and one tail feather, laid

the feathers flat, and scraped the hard

quill on both sides with a knife to remove

the outer covering. I then used an X-acto

knife to carefully split the feathers. A

final sanding of the feathers’ underside

with 120-grit sandpaper flattened the

bottom of the quill so it would lie flat and

even against the shaft.

    I then wrapped the rear of the feath-

ers with a strand of chewed sinew. This

sinew wrapping is placed over the joint

just forward of the nock. This not only

holds the feathers in place, but also

strengthens the nock so it can with-

stand the force of being shot. The last

wrapping was tucked under itself,

pulled tight, and the excess was cut off.

To keep the feathers from lifting away

from the shaft with humidity changes

(something I’ve seen on a lot of authen-

tic arrows), I wet the underside of the

feather for several minutes by dipping

my finger in water and soaking the

entire quill. This expands the feather to

its maximum length. Then the fronts of

the feathers are secured with another

strand of chewed sinew. The Apache

(and many other Native American

tribes) applied their fletching straight,

with no twist or helix. To remain true to

the original artifact, I did the same.

    With each wrap of sinew, I gently

pull the feather forward to stretch it out
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After the sinew wrappings dry, the feathers are trimmed very low with a
pair of sharp scissors.
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slightly. This ensures the feather is

fully stretched out and will remain

tight against the shaft without lifting

up. I continue wrapping down the shaft.

Then I tuck the sinew under itself on

the last wrap, pull it tight, and cut off

the excess. I then set the arrow aside to

let the sinew and feathers dry.

    Once dry, it’s time to trim the feath-

ers. You can lay them on a flat surface

and slice them to shape with a sharp

knife or use scissors to trim them. I pre-

fer scissors. The Apache arrows had

very low cropped feathers, between one

quarter and one eighth of an inch high.

I cut mine very low with a pair of sharp

scissors and made sure they were paral-

lel to the shaft with no taper. I also

squared off the back of the feathers and

rounded the rear corner of the fletch

just as the Apache did.

    Now it’s time to mount the point to

the foreshaft. Apaches used flint or

metal trade points equally, though one

arrow I examined had a point made of

chipped green glass. The points were

held with pine sap glue and then

secured with a strand of sinew, so we’ll

need to do the same. If you don’t have

stone points and don’t want to learn

how to knap them, you can make a

metal point from a discarded circular

saw blade. Cut it out with a cutting

wheel or an acetylene torch, and then

use a bench grinder to shape it and

sharpen the edges. Stone points were

the typical side notched design used

very commonly in the West. I’m an avid

knapper, so I cut a small notch in the

end of the foreshaft to fit a stone point

and shaped it to fit the base of the

point, constantly checking for align-

ment. Pine sap glue was made by care-

fully heating fresh sap and mixing in

small amounts of powdered charcoal.

It’s a natural hot-melt glue of surpris-

ing strength when made properly. I first

heat the glue and add it to the notch,

then push the point into the gooey glue.

To make a secure bond, the point needs

to be carefully heated over a small

flame to liquefy the glue, allowing it to

fill in all gaps and bond to the point. I

check for alignment and make any

adjustments before letting it cool.

    I chewed a long strand of backstrap

sinew until it was soft and began wrap-

ping the point on. I start a wrap on the

shaft just under the point’s base and

then crisscross the wrapping through

both notches, with the last few wraps

reinforcing the shaft under the point to

prevent it from splitting when it strikes

the target. When I get to the end of the

sinew, I tuck the last wrap under itself,

pull it tight, and cut off any excess. I

then set it aside for an hour to dry.

    The final step is to paint the fore-

shaft. The entire foreshaft, including

the sinew wraps that secure the point,

needs to be painted a solid color, either

brown, dark reddish brown, or black. A

narrow black ring also needs to be

painted on the sinew wrap that rein-

forces the reed where the foreshaft is

inserted. Once the painting is finished,

I set it aside to let the paint dry. The

museum-quality Apache arrow is final-

ly finished.

    It’s satisfying whenever I accurately

re-create the weapons of various Native

American tribes. They were the last

great culture of archers who relied on

their simple yet effective weapons for

survival. Making their weapons allows

me, for a brief time, to link minds with

those from the past.

    Billy Berger is an archaeologist and

writer with a love for all things primi-

tive. He lives in Marietta, GA.
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Top, fletching and painting of the completed Apache arrow.
Bottom, the business end with completed foreshaft and arrowhead.
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Hill Country Bows Offers New

Static Limb Designs

    Hill Country bows have always been

recognized for their exceptional blend of

speed and stability. Their fine work-

manship, innovative designs and

advanced hybrid limbs have made them

customer favorites.

    Now, Hill Country has introduced an

exciting line of static recurve limbs as

well as a new bow model, The Wildcat

SL. Developed with input from pro

staffer Matt Cranmer, the new Wildcat

SL blends a graceful 19” riser with

smooth and fast static recurve limbs.

The static tips minimize finger pinch

and are amazingly quiet due to less

string contact on the belly.

    The Wildcat SL is available in 62”

and 64”. Other models are the Bobcat,

Wildcat and the K-2, for lengths rang-

ing from 52” to 66” long.

    For more information on our com-

plete line of traditional bows, call us at

330-674-9609 or visit www.

hpsfiles.com/hillcountrybows. You can

also follow us on Facebook, or write for

a color brochure at:

Hill Country Bows

6652 CR 203

Millersburg, OH 44654

Irish Setter Elk Hunting Boots

    Irish Setter has developed lighter

versions of its award-winning Elk

Tracker boots to provide another option

for hard core hunters. To reduce weight,

new Elk Tracker boot uppers feature

abrasion-resistant nylon along with full

grain waterproof leathers.

    All Irish Setter Elk Trackers com-

bine a variety of features which con-

tribute to their comfort and durability.

Genuine leather welt construction pro-

vides some flexibility with enough

rigidity and torsion control for stability

on uneven terrain. And the cushioning

of the removable Comfort Cork EVA

Footbed with Memory Foam and

ScentBan™ Odor Inhibitor comes stan-

dard on all models. Locking lace hooks

help tighten boots for a secure fit.

Primaloft® Insulation provides warmth

in cold environments. The aggressive

Bulls-Eye®Air Bob aggressive sole

offers superb stability and traction on

the toughest terrain. The dual-density

sole provides maximum underfoot cush-

ion. Leather/fabric versions feature

UltraDry™ waterproofing to keep feet

dry. All leather upper versions feature a

Gore-Tex®  membrane which blocks

moisture from the outside, while allow-

ing moisture inside to evaporate.

    “Big game hunters have a lighter

weight option with our new Irish Setter

Elk Tracker boots,” said Charley Bryant,

Irish Setter Line Manager for Red Wing

Shoe Company. “These boots were built

to live up to the Elk Tracker standard.”

    Elk Tracker boots are available now,

with styles 885 and 886 becoming avail-

able in July 2016 at leading outdoor

retailers.

    Visit  www.irishsetterboots.com  for

the retailer nearest you.

Drifter Traditional Archery’s New

String Tracker

    Our most popular product hands

down is the String Tracker. We continu-

ally receive pictures of smiling
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bowhunters next to their deer, hogs, and

turkeys. Strap on models simply attach

to the bow riser above or below the grip

with marine grade shock cord.

    A nylon spool of line goes inside, then

you attach the line to the arrow behind

the broadhead. When the game animal

runs off you watch the line spool out

which leads you right to your animal.

    The string tracker is hand made by

Chad Orde from full-grain leather,

maple wood and other premium materi-

als. Made to last a lifetime they look

great and work great.

    For success pictures and videos on

the Leather String Tracker and other

unique Drifter products, visit

www.DrifterTraditionalArchery.com or

call 810-360-5872.

New Magnus Broadhead

    Simply Traditional introduces the

new Magnus Classic Single Bevel broad-

head. This new single bevel offering is

built using the same tried and true

Magnus Classic that was introduced in

1984. These tough broadheads exploded

onto the market and took over as top of

the food chain. Magnus Classic broad-

heads have always been the leader in

cut-on-contact technology and have

dominated the market for decades. The

new 150 grain single bevel takes this

tried and true head and adds the bone

splitting qualities of a single bevel edge.

This, combined with wicked “S” wound

channel that this 2 ½” x 1 ½” head will

create, and you have an unbeatable

combination for single bevel fans!

    Just like all Magnus Classic heads,

the new single bevel Classic is tough

and guaranteed for life. Dedicated

bowhunters around the globe have used

the Magnus Classic. They’ll be the first

to tell you, “You can’t beat a

Classic!” Unless of course it’s a single

bevel Classic.

    For more info, call 770-365-2986 or

visit www.simplytraditional.net.

Snikwah Performance Shirts

    Snikwah’s high performance shirts

are the ultimate shirts for any outdoor

lifestyle. All of our shirts have UPF50+

and Fresh Guard woven into the fabric.

Nothing is chemically sprayed on; it is

all part of the fabric and will last the

life of the shirt, unlike others that are

sprayed on and wash out over time. No

special washing instructions needed.
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    We just won the 2015 “Dri Release”

innovation award for our fabric, which

is a Poly/Tencel blend. Tencel is made

from a eucalyptus pulp, so it is a natu-

ral insect repellent as well as a wicking

material.

    The Snikwah material is constantly

wicking the moisture off of your skin

and evaporating it into the air. If it does

get wet it dries within fifteen minutes.

    The built in convertible neck is also a

must have patented feature, as you can

wear it five different ways to protect

your head, neck and face.

    Snikwah fabric has temperature con-

trol to keep you ten degrees cooler in

hotter temps and ten degrees warmer

in colder temps (proven with sunlamp

testing). The hole on the upper left

shoulder is for your sunglasses or to

thread your earbuds through.

    The women’s buff has two holes for

your pony tail—low or high pony or

half/full coverage.The best part is the

incredible comfort!

    For more information, go to

www.snikwah.com, or call 855-764-5924.

Native Eyewear’s 2016 Sunglass

Line

    Native Eyeware’s 2016 collection of

sunglasses is an eyewear solution that

fuses function and style with the latest

in lens and frame technology.

Adventurous lifestyles call for special-

ized equipment, and that is why Native

developed a line of sunglasses for men

and women that does it all, from com-

petitive sports such a running, fishing,

golf, hunting, surfing, to outdoor adven-

tures and après leisure wear.

    Providing an optimum amount of

clarity and versatility, Native sunglass-

es were designed for performance in

every element. The advanced N3™

polarized lens protects against the sun’s

harmful effects and blocks up to 4 times

more infrared than regular polarized

lenses on the market. By blocking dam-

aging rays, filtering blue light and

reducing glare, the N3™ lens delivers

high contrast, crisp definition, and peak

visual acuity while protecting eyes.

    The advanced frame technology pro-

vides a lightweight, durable, and com-

fortable solution that can withstand

harsh conditions, including high-impact

collisions and temperature extremes.

Native frames are constructed from a

castor-based resin making them more

earth friendly and stronger than petrole-

um-based alternatives. Additionally, the

patented grip material, Cushinol™,

keeps the sunglasses in place during

athletic and energetic activity. The

frames include a revolutionary anti-ocu-

lar intrusion system that prevents lens-

es from dangerously shooting toward

your eyes in the event of an impact;

exhaust vents that enhance airflow and

significantly reduce fog; cushioned and

adjustable nose pads; and flexible hinges

that allow the frames to quickly and

securely lock into position at the temple.

    Learn more about Native Eyewear at

www.nativeeyewear.com.
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Airing It Out

TT
he frigid air bit through my army surplus wool fin-

gerless gloves as I settled into my stand and hauled

up the slender, straight-limbed vintage Schulz-built

Howard Hill longbow. The laurel choked hillside protected

patches of snow that I could see through the swaying

branches as the reddish morning light began to illuminate

the landscape and push out the darkness. My stand location

was a towering chestnut oak tree on the edge of a laurel

thicket where the deer often travel. I figured I might get one

last crack at a cruising buck, as the rut was all but wrapping

up and I had yet to fill my buck tag.

       Suddenly, something made me turn my head, and I

noticed a good six-point buck nosing around the leaf litter.

He was quartering uphill slightly and beginning to move

slowly away as I turned and stood. I had to decide quickly if

I was going to shoot. It was now or never. I leaned out around

the trunk of the tree and began my draw with the bow

almost vertical in order to retain the necessary limb clear-

ance from the tree. The string slipped from my fingers, and

I watched the white arrow and fletch strike the buck far

back in the rump. “Oh, No!”

       Flashing back to the long, humid, gnat swarming days

of summer and the hours on end I spent practicing and

sweating, I would have never guessed what implications

would be realized that frigid fall morning. Thanks to the lux-

ury of living close to my job, I get in daily lunchtime archery

practice for the better part of an hour with no family distrac-

tions. My regimen includes launching arrows at distances of

up to fifty yards on my lawn. The steep hill on which I live

makes it easy to locate my arrows at those trajectories. In

addition, my hunting partner, Mike, and I relish taking

every chance we can to rove and shoot at long distance

stumps for practice. We love to watch a twirling arrow fly in

its graceful arc and smack the wood with a resounding

“thump.”

       I also do quite a bit of this long-range yard practice with

broadheads. I have a few beaters that I dedicate to this

abuse and my chosen heads (Ace Standards) are among the

toughest available. In my opinion, shooting a mixture of

broadheads and blunts at ranges greater than fifty yards

will teach you much about the tuning of your tackle and your

form, not to mention what improved accuracy at these dis-

tances will do for your confidence on the shorter shots.

       I also spend about half of my daily practice sessions

shooting at close ranges, which I define as within five or ten

yards. I like to rove through the lawn and shoot at dandelion

heads and leaves, depending on the season. I will not focus

much at all on the aiming process, but instead on the feel

and form of the shot sequence. I might shoot five or six

arrows this way in succession, working on smoothness and

shot execution. My shooting has continued to get faster and

more fluid. Without conscious thought, my arrows appear on

the string from my back quiver, and I will be in the process

of drawing again without shifting my vision away from the

targets. This practice goes on day after day until it is finally

too cold to spend much time outdoors and I am relegated to

my ten-yard indoor basement bale.

       Back in the tree that fateful morning, I watched the

buck change directions and blast downhill. I was facing the

tree as he ran by me on my bow side. I could see the flailing,

protruding arrow with little penetration strike brush and

shatter with a crack as he passed. Unconsciously, I already

had another arrow on the string. Making the necessary

adjustments as I completed my draw, I watched the arrow

sail just over the shoulder as the buck exploded full bore

down the mountain. The windage was correct, but the eleva-

tion was a hair off. The buck continued angling downhill as

I retrieved another arrow from my back quiver, and I had it

on the string in short order.

       Finally the deer reached a sharp terrain drop-off and

Traditional WisdomBy Greg Ragan

The long shot saved the day on this fall whitetail.
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stopped to look down into the valley before proceeding. At

this point the buck was far away, and I could only see him

through a small opening in the brush and overhanging

branches. I thought it was more likely than not that a shot

that far wouldn’t even reach the deer though the overhead

tangle. Then it occurred to me that I should try, since I

already had one poorly placed arrow in this wounded deer. If

I lost that arrow, that would just be more, well deserved

penance than I already felt for making such a bad shot at

first.

       I bore down and focused on the buck’s distant shoulder

as I touched my anchor and released. I can remember wait-

ing there frozen as the arrow sailed in flight for what

seemed like an eternity. I waited for the sharp crack of arrow

against wood at any moment, but there was only silence.

About the instant I would have expected my arrow to cover

that distance, the buck suddenly bucked forward and out of

view over the ridgeline. I knew the arrow had been close by

the way he lit out of there, but what were the chances that I

hit him?

       I flopped back down onto my seat trembling, shook my

head, and said to myself, “It will be an absolute miracle if I

ever find this deer.” Overcome with remorse for such a poor

initial shot and in no rush to start trailing, I mulled over the

events, replaying them over and over in my head. Several

hours later, my joints cold and stiff, I climbed down and

started slowly trailing the buck. I found my first broken

arrow and followed kicked up leaves, tracks, and sporadic

blood until I found where my long shot had spooked the

buck. That spot was marked by a concentration of blood

spots. I searched forty yards short and forty yards over the

line of the shot, but there was no sign of my arrow anywhere.

Over the next several hours I continued to follow very sparse

spoor, losing and then regaining it several times over seven-

ty-five yards. My body wanted me to give up, but my brain

knew I had to continue as long as I had sign to follow.

Eventually the trail led me to a bed with a big, bright red,

bubbly clot that looked an awful lot like sign from a lung-hit

deer.

       The sign leaving that spot was heavier and the tracking

went a lot quicker from there, but after another 80 yards or

so I’d be off the property and onto adjacent state land.

Connecting with Mike, we continued to follow the trail until

it finally took a turn uphill into some thicker laurel, and we

found the buck lying there. Once I saw that red arrow and

the reality sunk in, a wave of relief and satisfaction rolled

through me. I must have cracked a smile a mile wide, as a

feeling rose in my chest that was indescribable. The arrow

that made the lethal wound entered at a severe angle at the

last rib and exited under the right armpit. When I went back

to collect my stand, I counted eighty-three steps to where he

was standing when I made the final shot!

       Practicing the long distance shot and speed shooting

with the back quiver definitely helped make good on a poor

hit, along with a big helping of lady luck! Howard Hill must

have been looking down on that one with his famously big

Hollywood grin and a wink. Hunting often involves situa-

tions in which things don’t go as planned. Humans are

imperfect, and sometimes that can combine with wild natu-

ral randomness to make things go bad in a hurry. Practicing

“non-standard” shots is always a good idea that might just

pay off in the woods. I have often heard archers grumble at

3-D shoots and criticize some set-ups as “unethical” shot dis-

tances. Apparently, they believe that they would never take

a shot at any game animal at that distance in any situation,

so why practice it? I disagree, and believe that there is no

unethical shot in practice. To me those shots are the most

fun, and you never know when your experiences may save

the day.

       Greg Ragan makes his home in Maryland, where he

works as a safety professional in support of a cancer research

laboratory when he is not daydreaming of fall hunts with his

longbow.

Equipment Notes

On this hunt, the author used a vintage 60# Howard Hill
Tembo and spruce arrows tipped with 160-grain Ace
Standard broadheads.

http://www.cari-bow.com


AA
s bowhunting gradually

became accepted as a serious

means of harvesting game

back in the 1940s, the list of targets

grew quickly. It started with the classic

“big game” animals, but my collection of

early archery magazines shows that

stick and string enthusiasts soon began

branching out to include a long list of

other critters ranging from alligators

and armadillos to rabbits and rats.

    Not to mention wallabies…

    A wallaby is a scaled-down model of

the kangaroo, native to Australia but

introduced to New Zealand, where they

were considered an invasive species

and hunted for meat by local people.

With their sharp senses and ability to

bound away from danger, they make a

particularly challenging target for an

archer. In a 1948 issue of Archery mag-

azine, Ian McVinnie of Christchurch,

New Zealand writes about a hunt for

these small marsupials.

    “…you might be inclined to think

that wallabies seem to be plentiful and

easy to get to,” he begins. “Up to a point

this is correct, the catch being that they

are usually on the other side of a bush

or running past among saplings and

vines. In under the trees they are

almost impossible to pick up unless

they move, and among the tussocks

they seem to vanish. Without apparent

effort they will outpace a dog unless

forced uphill, when they will weave

about until another opportunity arrives

for a straightaway run.”

    The difficult New Zealand terrain

that forms the animal’s habitat is no

help to the hunter, either.

    “Totara, broadleaf, fuscia, ngaio and

beech are the main trees,” he writes.

“Ferns cover the gully bottoms and grow

wherever they get root hold in the trees.

Vines hang everywhere, something

called “Brush Lawyer” with its hun-

dreds of hooks being the worst of these.”

    McVinnie evidently knew of these

difficulties from experience, having

unsuccessfully tried to waylay a wallaby

for some seven years without success.

    This time, as the author and his two

pals, Eric and Keith, set out for nine
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Hunting the Wily Wallaby

Ian McVinnie and wallaby (species of kangaroo) taken by bow and arrow.



days of chasing these diminutive ‘roos,

they began seeing them almost immedi-

ately. As he stalked one that appeared

on the opposite side of a gully, McVinnie

“…startled a wallaby that hopped a few

yards and stopped among some brush.

The light under the trees was poor and

I couldn’t get a clear view. The arrow I

shot glanced among the twigs hitting

the ground in front of the wallaby.

    “We heard three others hop away in

the brush as we crossed the gully…I

had my nose on my toes and didn’t see

Keith shoot, and almost bumped into

him when he stopped. A wallaby had

been sitting looking at him not more

than six feet away, but Keith had such a

bad attack of “Wallaby fever” at seeing

one so close he could not remember

what he did.

    “As Keith went forward to collect his

arrow a wallaby hopped away no more

than 30 feet distant. I missed it prompt-

ly and cleanly. Just as my next arrow hit

the string another wallaby tore out of

the scrub at my left and another miss.”

    Before he had retrieved that errant

arrow, McVinnie bumped several more

hopping targets at close range.

    This unexpected bounty and fast

action so close to camp allegedly had

the hunters “badly rattled” and may

have accounted, in their minds at least,

for their subsequent failure to “hit any

of the other five we shot at before dark

stopped us.”

    Elated by their many opportunities,

the trio went back to town that night

and rounded up some reinforcements in

the form of a carload of local

bowhunters. When they returned to

what they now called “Wallaby Hill”

however, the entire day passed without

a single sighting.

    The following morning they struck

out in a different direction and turned

their attention to a part of the hill

where the dense growth of scrub manu-

ka gave way to a relatively open area of

perhaps a hundred yards. An “enor-

mous buck” and several lesser animals

were spotted with their field glasses as

the animals blinked sleepily and

sunned themselves. McVinnie decided

to make a stealthy approach and catch

them unaware.

    “Removing boots, sox and all the

unnecessary equipment and fixing their

position I sneaked down into the

brush,” he reports. “The ground in the

shade was frozen solid for an inch or so

and soon my feet were likewise. I had to

look ever so often to make sure I still

had them. At seventy yards all was well

until wallabies right in front took off in

the scrub like a covey of quail. A quick

look over the scrub caught one wallaby

diving for cover so I had to shoot fast

before the other made up its mind. It

was a reasonably good shot too, but I

had cold feet.”

    Although the sightings were not as

numerous as on the first day, they did

see another half-dozen animals before

heading back for lunch.

    Later in the afternoon the hunters

returned and set up stands where they

planned to ambush their prey.

    “A little recess in the scrub gave me

cover on three sides, with a clear view of

about half the clearing and part of the

track,” McVinnie writes. “When sitting

on the ground I could see a little further

up the track by looking under the scrub.

This, I thought--, would be ideal; sit in

comfort, see the victim approach, get up

without being seen, and shoot at

leisure. It almost worked, too.

    “The difficulty of resting the bow

across my knees was solved by cunning-

ly poking one end into the manuka.

There would be plenty of time to get it

out and stand up, and sitting cross-

legged as I was, there was little chance

of being seen. Everything was going my

way. Silence reigned for a quarter hour

or so until a flock of finches swarmed

into the bushes all about me, seeking

roosts for the night, but as soon as they

got organized all was quiet again.”

    But not for long. From across the

clearing, McVinnie heard the distinc-

tive sound of a wallaby thumping slow-

ly three times. As he started to get up

into shooting position, the sound start-

ed up again and almost immediately a

doe ran towards him and passed within

a foot as it dived into the scrub. A sec-

ond animal—a big buck following close-

ly behind—stopped only a few feet

away. A stalemate followed—the walla-

bies not wanting to give away their

positions and the hunter afraid to move

lest he frighten them.

    “For minutes on end,” the narrative

continues, “there was not a sound or a

move. Just as I had made up my mind

to stand up, I heard a wallaby coming

slowly along the track. Then its feet and

tail came into view beneath the scrub.

Now was the time to do something.

    “Right then I discovered that there

was nothing to be done about it. In the

first place I was jammed too far into the
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manuka to get out without making an

unholy din, and furthermore I couldn’t

get my legs properly under me. The only

thing to do was shoot as I was.”

    But taking that shot was impossible

too, for the bow had become tangled up

on some manuka limbs. Another buck

then showed itself only thirty feet away

and began nonchalantly nibbling on

fruit.

    “This wallaby was so close I could

hear it munching manuka. However

before my mounting blood pressure

could do any real damage, it hopped

slowly away…” 

    The weather turned bad the next

day—the wind increasing to a gale

force, which blew away bits of their

blinds, and finding an animal proved

futile. Likewise, on that Friday it rained

incessantly, so the group took a hiatus

from hunting and spent the day doing

errands in town.

    Here McVinnie recounts his meeting

with a dwarf.

    “This little chap had been hunting

wallabies for twenty years. About three

feet high and very broad, he wanders all

over the hills with his dogs, taking par-

ties out shooting and charging for the

use of his dogs. He was greatly interest-

ed in the bows and arrows and had to

see them in action. I won some beer for

him by shooting a broadhead through

the hat of one of his friends, making a

pal for life.” [One can only hope that the

hat was not being worn at the time.]

    Their return to Wallaby Hill the next

day resulted in more close encounters—

usually measured in feet rather than

yards—but success eluded them for the

rest of the hunt. Animals popping up

when the hunters were least expecting

them, shots deflected by the ever pres-

ent brush, and the arrival of another

group of thirteen hunters who showed

up in their area on the last day resulted

in an unsuccessful hunt.

    But McVinnie’s desire to make good

on the wallaby rug he’d promised his

wife remained strong enough that he

returned to Wallaby Hill in August with

his friend Eric. This time his luck

improved.

    “At a spot where the bush sagged for

several yards I found an opening

through which came a well-used track.

Bits of fur hanging in the ever ready

Lawyer Vine left no doubt as to the

users of this track, and numerous drop-

pings along the fringe of bush showed

that this was a well-used feeding place.

    “A few minutes passed before a wal-

laby came racing along the track, but as

I moved the bow it saw me and turned

downhill. I tried a shot, the arrow going

astray. Four more passed below in the

bush soon after, one of them circling

behind me and up into a tussock. I

twisted like a piece of rope trying for a

shot, without success.”

    But when the next wallaby appeared

on the trail, McVinnie was ready with

bow drawn and a bead taken where he

expected the animal to appear. When it

came into view, he released. The strick-

en animal reared and whirled around,

snapping the arrow off on a tree trunk

as it disappeared down the trail.

    The buck, estimated to weigh about

forty-five pounds, was recovered a short

distance from where it was hit. The

broadhead had entered behind the left

shoulder and was projecting from the

right hip. The animal could not have

taken more than ten hops before drop-

ping dead.

    “So after trying for seven years,”

McVinnie concludes with a mixture of

relief and satisfaction, “I was at last

able to pick up my first wallaby.”

    Regular contributor Duncan Pledger

is a bowhunter and journalist from

Milton, Wisconsin.

Reviewed By David Tetzlaff

The Bear Hunting Obsession of a

Driven Man

Author: Bill Wiesner with Glenn

Helgeland 

Suggested Retail Price: $19.95

    Feeling pleased with the outcome of

my hunt, I stood under the Northern

Lights sipping a Kokanee beer as its

dancing waves played a palette of jade,

cobalt, and indigo across the

Saskatchewan night sky. A week-long

bear hunt was cut short on day two

when a big black bear confidently mus-

cled into range of my recurve. Days

later my friend Gregg Dudley would

arrow another good blackie. I felt one-

upped and not a little jealous—Gregg

took his bear wearing a camo jacket

once owned by archery legend Fred

Bear. Yet Bear Hunting Obsession

author Bill Wiesner would take Gregg’s

jacket kill and raise it a notch. Wiesner

killed Ursus americanus with a bor-

rowed left-handed bow owned by and

hunted with Papa Bear himself.
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    The bear passed within five feet of the

ground blind as it moved to the bait. I

shot it at less than ten feet. The bear ran

less than twenty yards. I celebrated the

life of Fred Bear that day and honored

him in a way I will always remember.

    Author Wiesner delivers over 150

pages of how-to material wisely inter-

spaced with his personal hunting reflec-

tions. But before we hunt the subject

material we must pay our dues with a

natural history lesson. Ever the adapt-

able opportunist, a range map clearly

proves that black bears can set up shop

from the Northwest to the Southeast.

However, as this volume was just pub-

lished in 2015, more current population

data is certainly available than a 1995

map. For example, black bear popula-

tions are blossoming in this reviewer’s

home state of Florida, where the first

hunt in two decades was just conducted,

yet the outdated map does not reflect

this trend.

    Enthusiastic bear hunters chasing

color-phased animals will find the

pages on the topic useful. Historically,

the farther west one explores the more

color-phased animals one will

encounter, yet nature’s rule is that at

times there is no rule. An acquaintance

of the author killed a cinnamon bear in

Ontario, of all places. And a visiting

European hunter in the same locale

took home a strange color morph: the

bear wore chocolate fur on extremities

that supported a cream-colored body.

    While the placing of non-natural food

offerings has ultimately accounted for

more bear mounts or rugs than any

other method, other options certainly

exist to speed a hunt to a successful con-

clusion. The author covers the typical

hunting strategies we see in magazine

pages and on the hunting channels: tree

stands or ground blinds over bait, spot

and stalk, and hunting behind hounds.

However, Wiesner provides his readers

with several more options for the adven-

turous bear chaser. He and his bear

hunting brood frequently eschew ground

blinds and don ghillie suits, thus expos-

ing themselves to a potential 360 degree

approach by their quarry. Bears being

ever curious, decoys (fawn or black bear

silhouettes) also bring Wiesner success

in the bear woods. The author matches

the decoy with the appropriate mouth

call or recording, reminding readers to

check their state regulations for any

hunting restrictions. Wiesner wisely cau-

tions his readers who elect to utilize a

sow in heat call to cease its use at least

an hour before dark, thus alleviating the

chance to meet a randy boar along a

dark trail out of the woods. At one time

Wiesner experimented with cub in dis-

tress calls, but he abandoned the prac-

tice for obvious reasons—it was just too

dangerous. The author also takes a page

from whitetail strategies by providing a

food plot primer for those with access to

private lands. For the record: turnips,

buckwheat, and clover proved to be irre-

sistible bear attractants.

    Despite the plethora of information

on bear hunting available, a frustrating

trifecta continues to mystify novice bear

hunters: judging size, shot placement,

and taking the meat from the field to the

kitchen. On the typical guided affair the

bait barrel or pre-measured sticks or

logs may be used to determine a bear’s

size. And we’ve been coached to wait for

a broad-skulled animal whose ears

appear small. Here, Wiesner adds anoth-

er tip: simply triangulate the width

between the bear’s ears and ears to nose.

If the three sides appear equal in

length—drop the string. The author,

through permission by the National

Bowhunter Education Foundation, sen-

sibly reprints illustrations of bear anato-

my. Newbie hunters would be wise to

study these graphics for correct shot

placement. Any whitetail rig can knock

down a black bear—as long as the arrow

goes where it is supposed to. And per-

haps no other North American game ani-

mal suffers from more misconception

regarding its suitability for table fare

than does the black bear. As with any

game animal, meat care from the woods

to the freezer is paramount to its enjoy-

ment at the dining table. Bear meat is no

exception and Wiesner guides readers in

the care of their bear from the skinning

shed to meat loaf, stroganoff, and jerky.

    Many people consider bear meat

undesirable for consumption. Wrong,

wrong, wrong. But as with all wild

game, it does depend upon how well you

handle the carcass in the field and in

butchering, processing, freezing, thaw-

ing, and cooking. I also render bear fat

for making piecrusts and for water-

proofing my leather boots.

    Wiesner’s bear hunting experience

stretches from Ontario to Wyoming and

for those chasing blackies in these
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locales the book is an indispensable

resource. One may also hunt under the

assumption that the tactics described

would certainly lend themselves to suc-

cess in the Southeast or Southwest with

the knowledge that savvy hunters from

those regions will adapt Wiesner’s tech-

niques to their local terrain and food

sources.

    As with addicts of any species, the

allure of the hunt is the impetus to

revisit the chase again and again:

    After more than four decades in the

bear woods, I have learned one thing: I

will not live long enough to totally

understand the black bear, and I am

fine with that.

The Still Hunter

Author: Theodore S. Van Dyke

Suggested Retail Price: Various, used

and reprints available

    This volume was first published in

1883 in a time when the West was still

wild. The blood from the gunfight at the

OK Corral had dried only two years

prior and Butch Cassidy was just begin-

ning his career as perhaps the most

polite outlaw of his time. And although

Maurice Thompson’s 1877 classic, The

Witchery of Archery, carried bowhunt-

ing from the southern swamps to main-

stream publishing, the typical outdoors-

man was still far away from accepting

the bow as a legitimate hunting tool.

    What value does a book that

appeared over 130 years ago and pre-

dominately written for the gun hunter

have for today’s bowman? A whole lot as

it turns out. Still Hunter author

Theodore Van Dyke was a friend and

contemporary of another Theodore—as

in Roosevelt. As with TR, Van Dyke was

a quintessential outdoorsman of his

time who possessed a thorough knowl-

edge of the pursuit of big game from the

snowy forests of the East to the dusty

chaparral of the West.

    The hunting archer should not be

quick to dismiss Van Dyke’s work.

Weapon selection aside, there are les-

sons to be learned here despite the

author’s preference for rifle or shotgun.

The tool of most importance to the still

hunter is patience. When afoot it is far

too tempting to move with haste. Van

Dyke advises his readers otherwise:

    The deer stands and stands and

stands. And you stand a few minutes

and get impatient. The deer’s persist-

ence in standing, instead of teaching

you that there is little danger of his

going far in any direction now, it being

nearly time for the deer to lie down, only

destroys the little patience you have.

    We smug modern hunters at times

believe we have figured out every

avenue to secure venison for the grill,

yet here is perhaps a new twist for the

Western still hunter: the cow bell. Van

Dyke suggests the hunter loop a cow

bell about his neck, toss stealth to the

wind, and take a brisk walk along a cat-

tle trail with hopes of surprising a buck

already accustomed to sharing space

with cows. And for a “man of great

endurance who cares not how he works

out the mine of youth and health” the

author runs up a challenge flag too rem-

iniscent of the San hunters of

Namibia—pursue and pressure your

game until you fairly wear it out until it

offers a shot.

    Many readers of this magazine are

familiar with an all-day vigil, be it from

a tree stand or ground blind, yet Van

Dyke, the hard core stalking hunter,

would see the patience in those efforts

as but child’s play:

    All such modes of hunting as watch-

ing water holes, salt licks, turnip patch-

es, pine choppings, etc., although literal-

ly still hunting, I pass over as involving

neither knowledge or skill, except to keep

still, hide in a tree or in a hole in the

ground, or lie flat on the leeward side to

see the deer when it comes.

    Neophyte hunters would be well-

advised to trust Van Dyke’s words prior

to taking up the trail after the shot:

    The trail, the blood, will generally be

just as available in four to six hours,

perhaps even the next day, as they are

right after shooting. By waiting you gen-

erally lose nothing. By not waiting you

may lose all.

    Yes, The Still Hunter contains some

older ideas and is penned in the vernac-

ular of its times. However, this volume

is a reminder that our hunting fore-

bears were also students of playing the

wind, reading sign, hunting the moon

phase, and using their accumulated

knowledge of animal behavior to lead to

success afield.
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Paul Julson of Dodgeville, WI, took this dandy buck using a 55# Blacktail Elite,
Cabela’s 55/70 shaft, and Zwickey Eskimo 4-blade.

Colorado Springs, CO, bowhunter Jim Anderson with a fine pronghorn. Jim used a
Robertson Vision longbow and Eclipse 125-grain broadhead.

Jared Marinelli of Hartland, MI, with a buck he killed with a 55#
Journeyman recurve (his own make), Goldtip shaft, and Abowyer head.

This Missouri 8-point buck was taken by Rodd Boyer of Gower, MO,
with a 53# Black Widow PL-111, CE Heritage 250 shaft, and a

Simmons 175-grain Tigershark broadhead.



The Traditional Harvests page is sponsored
by Rod Bremer of Columbia River Knife and
Tool (CRKT) in Portland, Oregon. Each issue
one bowhunter, whose photo is bordered in
red, is selected at random to receive a knife

courtesy of Rod and CRKT.

Garrett Smith of Noblesville, IN, age 12, with his first buck taken with
traditional equipment. Garrett used a 47# 7 Lakes Short Night longbow,

wood arrow, and 125-grain Magnus broadhead.

J.R. Chappell of Vine Grove,  KY, used a 52# 1969 Bear 
B-handle Takedown and Zwickey No Mercy broadheads to take these two does 

on his farm.

Steve Topp of La Crescent, MN, with a buck he took with 47# homemade
takedown recurve and Zwickey Delta head on his own 50-acre homestead.

http://www.crkt.com
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OO
ver the years, I have made

some truly memorable

stalks—and many more I

wish I didn’t remember. It takes years

and years to become a good stalker. It

takes many mistakes and screwed up

stalks to make one good one. With each

passing year, my percentage of success-

ful stalks seems to increase.

    Patience is probably number one on

the list of the necessary skills needed to

make a successful stalk. Some people

are born patient. Most are not—I cer-

tainly wasn’t. It took many years of

frustrating mistakes to realize that I

had to slow down and wait.

    I began to observe, by watching our

calico cat stalking birds in our yard. She

could catch birds, it seemed, at will. I

spent hours one spring just watching

her, and what I learned changed my

own stalking techniques considerably.

Probably the most important thing I

learned by watching her was the value

of her unreal patience. A foot would

start to move to make the next step and

then would freeze as the quarry’s head

came up. It seemed that Betty Boop—

our cat—could hold in that position for-

ever!

    I started to imitate her. I would

check everything in my path to look for

sticks, stones, or noisy weeds and then

switch my attention back to my quarry.

I learned to freeze at the slightest indi-

cation that my quarry was about to lift

or move its head. That made for aching

muscles and the shakes after enough

time passed. Trying to hold my foot six

inches off the ground, balance myself

and my bow, and not fall over proved no

easy task.

    I have read a lot about Native

Americans and their hunting practices.

One thing that came up many times

was the practice of walking toe-first.

The theory was that if you walked heel-

first and encountered a stick under

your foot, you would not be able to

pause your step. With toe-first walking,

not only could you instantly stop your

foot from coming down on something

noisy, but you were walking far more

quietly than heel-first. Virtually all the

time I am moving through the woods or

prairie now, I walk toe-first. It has

become a learned habit, and it works!

    Over the years, within reasonable

limits, I was able to perfect the moves of

a house cat, which made my stalking

far more effective than it had ever been.

Along with this learning experience

came patience. What follows will

describe some of my best and most

memorable stalks. Hopefully, you will

be able to learn a few of the tricks that

I did during these stalks and put them

to good use.

    The closest I ever got to an animal

that I ultimately shot occurred in South

Africa, at Greater Kuduland Safaris,

where I had hunted many times before.

This particular evening I was with a

new, young tracker named Sam. We

were stalking through a well-used bed-

ding area for warthogs. As we slowly

moved along the edge of a really thorny

brush patch, we spotted a big “wartie”

coming in our direction. Sam, who had

some English and good sign language

skills, said we should duck into the

thorns on a heavily used trail and let

the warthog walk by us.
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Stealth and Patience
Lessons learned from three memorable stalks.

The author with his 2005 South
African warthog.



    I backed into a tiny pocket in the

thorns, nocked an arrow, and waited.

Pretty soon the warthog showed up

sixty yards away and stopped to look in

a warthog hole. I swear that he looked

in and then nodded his head up and

down in approval. Then he turned,

backed in, and disappeared. Sam

motioned for me to sneak out and

approach the warthog hole from behind.

Wearing stalking shoes that felt like

ballet slippers, I slithered out to do bat-

tle.

    It took me at least ten minutes to

cover those sixty yards, moving like my

cat! Finally, I was right on top of the

warthog hole and could see one tusk

sticking out along with a bunch of

whiskers. Shooting a 74-pound recurve,

I came to full draw, pointing straight

down. As soon as I was at full draw, I

stomped my left foot. The hog let out a

loud woof, and dust poured out of the

hole. I released just as he burst out. The

arrow was buried in high and the feath-

ers had not even cleared the arrow rest.

That shot was close! He tore across

some open ground looking like he had a

sailboat mast sticking up out of his

back, and piled up a hundred yards

away.

    Super light footwear, walking toe-

first, and slow, patient stalking made

that shot possible. In my youth, I would

never have moved so slowly and care-

fully. Excitement would have ruled

instead. I would probably have made

some noise or let a foot thump the

ground, and the stalk would have been

over.

    Elk have given me some great stalk-

ing opportunities. I hunt them in New

Mexico and in Montana every year, with

other states occasionally thrown in.

Some years back I was hunting with a

guide in Montana on a private ranch.

The ranch allowed no hunting without

a guide, and this one may be the best

elk guide on the planet. We spent five

days working on one particular bull, a

huge 6 x 7. I had him almost dead to

rights twice, but with brush between us.

Finally, when we couldn’t find him on

the last day of the hunt, my guide spot-

ted a bedded bull up a short draw. He

said that it looked like an old bull with

six points on a side. With just two hours

of hunting time left, I elected to go after

him.

    Playing the wind, I moved slowly up

the right side of the draw until I was

sixty yards from the bull. He was per-

fectly broadside, with his back to me. I

slowly and carefully moved down an elk

trail toward him. As I got closer I saw

that his head would nod and slowly go

down, and then back up. He was half

asleep! I lost track of time, but my guide

told me later that the stalk took almost

an hour to cover fifty yards. Each time

the bull’s head came up I froze, often

when I had a foot in the air mid-step.

    At thirty feet, I nocked an arrow and

slowly rotated into shooting position.

There was timothy grass up to his

spine. As close as I was, I knew I would

have to aim a bit low, for I wanted to hit

just below the spine. I drew and
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This 2009 Montana bull elk was stalked and shot while bedded, both
arrows in its lungs.



released in one fluid motion and

watched the arrow disappear into the

timothy. By that time, I had another

arrow already nocked, a habit that has

been with me for years.

    Nothing happened! Then the bull lift-

ed his head and looked down the draw.

The only explanation I could think of

was that the arrow had been too low and

gone into the dirt below his body. I

immediately drew, aimed to hit just

below the spine, and released my second

arrow, which hit perfectly an inch or so

below his spine. He blew out of his bed

with two arrows buried to the fletching,

one sticking out of each side of his back.

He was “double-lunged”—by two differ-

ent arrows. Why he didn’t bolt after the

first one struck remains a mystery.

    I still shake my head when I remi-

nisce about that elk. The bull only ran a

short way before he piled up. When I got

to him, I found that he was heavily

scarred and had a big cyst on his lower

jaw. When we were skinning his head,

we found that an antler tine had gone

into his head near his ear and passed

all the way to the back of his lower jaw.

Part of the lower jawbone was already

deteriorating. We later aged the bull at

twelve years, and I doubt he would have

made it through the winter.

    Probably the most memorable stalk I

have made in my fifty-seven years of

bowhunting occurred two years later, on

the same ranch but with a different

guide, Dave Hall. Dave is a top-notch

hunter, and knew the area like the back

of his hand. Again, it was the last day of

the hunt. We had about three hours left

to hunt, and the wind was howling.

Normally I hate wind, mostly because I

am a dedicated fly-fisherman. Wind can

be a tremendous ally when stalking

with a bow, however. Dave and I had

been hearing a lot of bugling on the far

side of the ridge we were on, so we

headed over. The terrain was mostly

open hillside with a few large quaking

aspen patches. We could hear scream-

ing near one of them and watched a big

bull walk into the patch. We grinned at

each other and headed to the downwind

side of the aspen grove.

    We skinnied into the edge of the

downwind side of the grove and found

cover behind a fallen log. As we looked

into the quakies, we could see elk every-

where. It was hard to tell for sure, but

there had to be at least fifteen bulls

screaming, chasing, and breaking brush

in the trees. I could see cows standing,

bedded, and being pursued by various

sized bulls. I signaled to Dave that I

was heading in and began crawling in

the tall timothy.

    I reckoned I had to crawl at least

sixty yards to get to the edge of the

action. I pushed my recurve ahead of

me and slithered over old logs, stubs,

and piles of fresh elk droppings. As I

crawled, I would slowly raise my head

above the timothy tops to see where I

was headed. The wind had to have been

blowing at least 30 knots. It was howl-

ing, and all the trees, bushes, and grass

were blowing back and forth. I picked a

good-sized quaking aspen to head for

and kept crawling. By then, I had cov-

ered about forty yards. Several small

bulls were chasing each other nearby,

and I had cows on both sides of me.

Getting run over was not out of the

realm of possibility!

    I knew that when I got to the base of

the aspen I had selected for cover, I

would be in the elk. I kept my head

down and slowly crawled until I

reached the base of the tree. By then, at

least an hour had passed since I started

crawling. Very slowly, I inched my bow

up the tree. When I finally had the

upper tip in a groove in the bark, I

began the delicate job of getting myself

upright against the tree. Slowly, I began

to inch my way up the tree. As my head

cleared the timothy, I couldn’t believe

what I saw. Twelve feet from me on my

left side lay a bedded calf. I slowly

turned my head and on my right side

saw a bedded cow looking toward me, at

fourteen feet. I measured these dis-

tances later—unbelievable! The wind

can be your friend.

    I inched up the tree. I can’t say how

long it took, but bulls running and
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screaming everywhere helped me get to

a standing position. Finally I was ready

with bow in hand. The close cow and

calf looked at me several times, but

with the wind and everything moving,

they were convinced I was just part of

the landscape. Soon one of the biggest

bulls came into an opening and then

bedded about 40 yards away. Bummer—

no shot! I waited. That is the key—

patience! He only remained bedded for

ten minutes before another bull got too

close to him and he got up and chased

him off. It seemed as though fate was

against me, but then back he came. This

time he was closer, and I had a hole

through which to shoot. The bow was

already up, and I drew and released in

one smooth motion.

    I lost sight of the arrow as the bull

lunged and crashed through some

brush and disappeared. I froze. The cow

and calf never even looked at me. I wait-

ed a few minutes, but felt I must have

made a good hit. I began to slither over

to where the bull had been standing

when I shot. The cow and calf got up,

but since I was moving in stalking

mode, they paid little attention to me.

All the while, I was seeing and hearing

bulls and cows crashing through the

brush, bulls screaming, and cows being

chased. None of them was paying any

attention to me.

    When I reached the spot where the

bull had been standing, I found deep,

digging tracks where he had lunged

away, but no blood! I looked in the direc-

tion he had gone, but then two big bulls

got into a tussle thirty yards from me

and took my attention. I wanted to

make sure that one of them wasn’t “my”

bull. Convinced that neither one was, I

looked back in the direction my bull had

taken and used my binoculars to check

the brush and grass. There, sticking out

of the grass, was an antler tine! Bingo!

    I followed the bull’s running tracks

to him, but there was only one tiny drop

of blood just before his body. The 630-

grain footed shaft had blown right

through him. He was double lunged and

had made just forty-five yards before he

went down. We later aged the bull at

ten. That was probably the most excit-

ing stalk I have ever made.

    Years ago, we hunted in charcoal

gray wool pants and checkered wool

“cowboy” shirts and rubbed G.I. camo

sticks or dirt on our faces. It worked,

but today camo clothing has taken over.

It is better, no doubt. Today’s face paint

is much better, comes in great colors,

and is easy to remove.

    Noise is critical. I refuse to wear

camo that is not 100% cotton or 100%

wool. In addition to being extremely

quiet, wool is very warm in colder

weather and excellent survival clothing

in wet conditions. Any kind of nylon is

going to be noisy. Military camo is a

good example of that.

    I try very hard to match my camo

clothing to conditions. I love the

Vietnam Tiger Stripe any time I am in

pines and green brush. It is just plain

invisible. I paint my face to match.

There is great prairie camo, good camo

for gray, rocky country, good snow

camo—you name it. One other factor

that is important to me is whether or

not clothing is reasonably fire proof.

Some of you may have read my past

article about being burned in a cabin

fire in Nunavut, north of the Arctic

Circle. Had I been wearing polypropy-

lene or nylon, I would have died.

Firemen call this stuff “shrink wrap.”

Fortunately, I was wearing wool at the

time. The only parts of my body that

were burned were those that were not

covered by my wool long johns. I only

wear cotton, wool, and silk now. I know

that the odds are you won’t be in a fire,

but I have been there once and never

want to experience it again.

    Known for years as “The World’s

Shortest Bowhunter,” Paul now spends

nearly half the year in New Zealand. He

builds his own selfbows and Plains

Indian bows and frequently hunts with

stone points.
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AA
campfire is magical and mesmerizing to watch and

feel. It is one of the reasons why we enjoy the great

outdoors. But starting a fire in wet conditions can

be tedious, especially when you are cold and wet. I well

remember an elk hunt in southwest Colorado when my part-

ner and I got caught in a freak snowstorm. We rode our hors-

es into some heavy timber, dismounted, and needed a fire

quickly. We were so stiff with cold that we could barely strike

a match. Ever since that day, I swore that I would be better

prepared for future outings.

       The first thing I did was stick some heavy gauge alu-

minum foil in with my gear. Since then I have discovered many

uses for this wonderful product, but for making a quick fire in

wet conditions it’s a miracle worker. Simply lay some foil on the

wet ground and place some dry kindling (if you can find it!) on

top of it before striking a match. Not only does the foil offer a

dry base for your fire; it will also reflect the heat. Another good

tip is always to carry a small candlestick in your gear. With a

lit candle, you can coax even damp kindling into a fire.

       Additional uses for aluminum foil are endless, but a few

of my favorites are as follows. Use a little strip to mark a

blood spot or a trail to your stand. If you need to find the

trail in the dark, the foil will reflect any light from your

flashlight. This beats using toilet paper to mark a trail in the

rain. Make a reflector in back of a lantern when you need

extra light for skinning and butchering. Wrap the bottom of

your coffee pot or skillet with foil to prevent soot buildup,

making the cleanup job a lot easier at the end of the trip. If

you are backpacking and want to save on weight, you can

mold some aluminum foil into a cup or skillet. When finished

with the foil, carefully refold it for the next use.

*     *     *

       While on the subject of fire, it is important to know your

trees. While living in the Pacific Northwest I befriended a

timber faller who really knew his trees. He passed on some

tips that I immediately wrote in my journal and referred to

on several occasions. Dry birch bark makes the absolute best

kindling, as it contains highly flammable oils. The next best

is splinters of dry cedar or pine. Most resinous woods like

hemlock, spruce, red cedar, and larch will snap and crackle,

throwing live sparks on your tent and clothing and possibly

even starting a forest fire. Once your kindling is ignited, you

should add wood that is appropriate for the intended use. If

you want a quick, hot fire (to boil tea or coffee) that is almost

smokeless and leaves a fine ash, use poplar. If you want a

slow burning fire that produces a nice bed of cooking coals,

use hardwoods like oak, maple, ash, white birch, or beech, but

the absolute best for cooking coals is hickory. Another good

thing to remember is that yellow birch, hickory, and beech

will burn well when green. All hardwoods burn better in the

fall and winter when the sap has left them. Wood growing on

high ground will burn better than wood growing near

swamps, streams, and lakes. When looking for firewood, for-

get white elm, cherry, and willow, as they are almost fireproof.

       As you can see, knowing your trees can make a big dif-

ference in your backwoods experience. If you are clueless

about botanical matters, purchase a good field guide to the

trees in your hunting area—one with lots of quality photo-

graphs—and make some fun out of identifying the different

tree species. This is a great thing to do during those long,

lonely hours in a blind or tree stand. Unfortunately, my old

journal does me no good here in Africa, but I do have a well-

worn copy of a field guide to African flora.

*     *     *

       Every once in a while one comes across some product

that actually lives up to all its hype. One of my hunting

lodges is on the Indian Ocean coast, and while very alluring

the ever-present salt air seems to rust everything that is not

wood or plastic. There are two products that I simply cannot

live without in this environment. One is a rust preventative

called MMCP-400B, made by Huskey (www.Huskey.com).

This stuff really does prevent any type of rust buildup.

Furthermore, it is biodegradable and washable. It does not

come off in the rain, and it does not attract dirt and dust.

Tips From the Old Timer By Dennis Kamstra

http://www.huskey.com
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The only drawback is that some of the chemicals will attack

latex paint. It comes in a 14.5 oz. spray can. Get some!

       The other product conquers rust that has already

formed. This is Hammerite paint (google Hammerite Paint).

This product is a primer, final coat, and future rust protec-

tion all in one. Just brush off any loose, flaking rust (no need

to wire brush down to bare metal) and spray or brush direct-

ly on to rusty surfaces. It is quick drying, long lasting, and

will also prevent future rust development. It comes in both

hammered and smooth finishes, and is available in several

colors. I recommend black, white, or grey. And no, my broth-

er-in-law does not sell either of these products. I don’t even

get free samples! If you have a takedown bow, use the

Huskey product on the metal inserts, bolts, and washers.

*     *     *

       When pitching a tent, do not underestimate the power of

wind! Obviously, you must place any tent opening facing

downwind, and you should secure the tent with as many

stakes as you have fastening points. But be careful not to

have the connection to these stakes too tight. If the tie ropes

are too tight, a strong wind will tear away the fabric fasten-

ing points. You can purchase some hi-tech gadgets to place

between tie rope and stakes, but old tire tubes work perfect-

ly Simply cut ¾ inch sections from a tire tube and you will

have enough “rings” to last for years.

*     *     *

       Always remember to distribute weight in a trailer so

that a little bit of weight is on the trailer hitch. This makes

for better trailing. If you put too much weight on the hitch,

it will be very difficult to unhook from the vehicle. You can

get into trouble by having too much weight on the back of

the trailer as well. I once had a load of sand in my trailer and

needed to disconnect the trailer from my rig. The hitch was

too heavy to lift off of the ball, so I moved a bunch of sand

further to the back of the trailer. When I pulled the lever to

release the trailer hitch, it popped off the ball and pinned my

hand between the hitch and the spare tire mounted on the

back of my rig. When I returned from the hospital, I had one

less finger! They had to amputate only one, and the rest

were repaired with stitches. I was lucky. That was four days

ago, and I can tell you that typing this column with less than

the full complement of fingers has been a challenge! You’re

never too old to learn a lesson.

      Dennis and his wife Cathy now reside in South Africa,

where Dennis is a licensed professional hunter conducting

hunting and photographic safaris (one-handed for a while).

His e-mail address is: safariden@aol.com.

RAVEN ARROWS: Specializing in Genuine Natural Grey-Barred Feathers, Grey Goose,
and Natural White Turkey. Full length or die cuts. We will also process your feathers for
you. For information call: 208-256-4341.

Linda Brackenbury’s 3-ply CUSTOM FLEMISH TWIST STRINGS. Handmade one at a
time. B-50 Dacron: $9.00. Fast-flight plus $14.00. Colors: bronze, black, brown, blue, green,
red, yellow, white, any color or combinations. Shipping $4.00. Please specify recurve or
longbow, string length, bow weight. Linda Brackenbury, 24585 Dodds Rd., Bend, Oregon
97701. 541-382-2434.

BLACK OAK BOWS Selfbows, sinew backed bows. Two year warranty on most bows. 10
years experience. Black Oak Bows on Facebook. (530) 249-1362

LOSS CREEK ARROWS. Bill & Jody Uffmans’ Custom Arrows. Call or send for brochure.
3301 Biddle Rd., Crestline, Ohio 44827. 419-683-1548, e-mail: losscreekarrows@yahoo.com,
www.losscreekarrows.com

MAHASKA CUSTOM BOWS. Longbows, flatbows, recurves. Quality at affordable prices.
Free brochure. Kent Ostrem, PO Box 1, Pinon, NM 88344. 575-687-4003. www.mahaska-
custombows.com

PRIMITIVE LONGBOWS-CUSTOM: Lakota, Modoc, Horse Bows, English Longbows,
Arrows, Quivers, Call For Catalog: Miller’s Longbows, 25 Cordwood Road, Divide, Montana,
59727. (406) 832-3195

FOR SALE: Sinew, furs, glue, snakeskins, arrowheads, feathers, rawhide, buckskins,
antlers, etc. COMPLETE INTERNET CATALOG. Over 10,000 items (pictures).
www.hideandfur.com

TAPERED CEDAR ARROWS, barred feathers, laminated maple tuffwoods and supplies.
Dink’s Feather Shop, 838 Skull Run, Murraysville, WV 26164. 304-273-3485. www.dinks-
feathershop.com

BESTFRIENDBOWS.COM to see our custom Longbows & StumpBuster Cedar Arrows –
STRING FOLLOW LONGBOW SPECIAL. Artist Scott Rentschler - 563-880-3128
KNIFE THROWING DVD’S Mouth, Foot, Body Throws, $10.00 Each Tony Barrett, PO
Box 1126, Hanover, PA 17331. forbidenkt.wordpress.com

CUSTOM BOWSTRINGS-Any color or color combination. I have all colors of Dacron, Fast
Flight, Fast Flight S-4, DynaFlight 97, and 450 Plus. Dacron strings: endless $7.00,
Flemish $9.00. Fast Flight, Fast Flight S-4, DynaFlight 97 or 450 Plus strings: endless,
$10.00, Flemish, $13.00. Tell me longbow or recurve, string length, how many strands.
Shipping $1.50. Minnesota residents add 6.9% sales tax. Len Emmen, 2416 119th Ave.
N.W., Coon Rapids, Minn. 55433. Phone: 763-755-5268.

HUNT JAVELINA in the rugged desert mountains of West Texas. Bunk house provided.
Call Kent Ostrem, 575-687-4003, www.mahaskacustombows.com

SOLID BAMBOO LONGBOWS $259.00. Bamboo backed hickory longbows $239.00.
Harry Mitchell- 12786 E. Cascade Mt. Rd., Hot Springs, SD 57747. 1-605-354-8833.

STEVEN CATTS LEATHERSMITH-Maker of top quality traditional quivers of leather
and fur. Website: www.hidehandler.com, phone: 304-587-4578, address: 1326 Hansford Fork
Road, Maysel, WV 25133.

Southern IOWA PRIVATE PROPERTY deer hunts. Zone 6. Bow hunts $2800 for 6 days.
Unguided pick your own set ups. 914-804-0728.

ORIGINAL D.A.R.T. MACHINE FOR SALE. One of the first D.A.R.T. machines produced
by Jay Dart. Fully operational with all equipment and full array of optical discs. Perfect for
parts for existing owners and archery shops, or for someone wanting to start their own
league/shooting system. We are clearing out our warehouse and no longer have a need for
this archery shooting system. $3,500 or best offer. Must be picked up at our offices in Eagle,
Idaho, or buyer to arrange shipping. Call or leave a message at 208-383-0982.

Classifieds

Classified Rates
$1.90 per word, $38 minimum. Must be paid in full & received

by August 5, 2016 for the Dec/Jan 2017 issue. 
Please include full name, address, & phone # if not stated in

your ad.
Classifieds must be prepaid.

Contact Kerri Doyle at 208-853-0555 or kerri@tradbow for all
your advertising needs.
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Archery

II
have come to the conclusion

(based on absolutely no scientific

facts) that enthusiasm for archery

can be genetically inherited. While

some readers of this magazine are total-

ly enthralled with shooting a bow and

archery in general, to others a bow is

just a tool. One of my general com-

plaints about technology in archery is

that so many have entered bowhunting

with no interest whatsoever in archery,

but only in participating in the

bowhunting season. Not to take any-

thing away from the skill level needed

to compete in target shooting with the

latest compound technology, for I see

many good shots having a lot of fun

shooting compounds, but the fact is that

all the developments in bow technology

in the last fifty years have been meant

to undo the mechanics of archery,

removing all our human failings from

shooting the bow.

    A modern compound setup is shot

with rifle skills, not archery skills. The

majority of compound users shoot with

sights, trigger releases, and even

scopes. The physical and psychological

skills, the muscle conditioning, and the

coordination acquired in mastering tra-

ditional bows are totally different. We

all shoot at targets with arrows, but

that is about the only similarity.

    Some could argue that placing sinew

on a primitive bow eons ago provided a

technological advantage, as did recurv-

ing the limbs. Anyone can argue what

they wish, but you would have to be

pretty naive to deny that the modern

advances in technology that now appear

in bow seasons are about launching an

arrow and killing game as easily as pos-

sible and with the least work within the

legal constraints of that season. Those

legal constraints continued to change

with evolving technology, until now

most are a joke. That is pretty much

fact, but why does it bother me? I hap-

pen to be one of those smitten with

shooting the arrow, the history of the

bow, and continuing of the legacy of

those before me. These developments

bother me, for I hate to see so many

young people miss out on the fun and

discovery of real archery. Today, very

few are even aware of the differences in

who we are.

    One of the major aspects of archery

that has suffered is a sense of our histo-

ry. How many modern participants have

ever heard of any of the leaders in their

state that worked to get their bow sea-

sons established years ago? Of all the

bowhunters so eager to kill a Pope &

Young “book” animal, how many know

the history of Saxton Pope and Art

Young? How many are aware of the

hard work by Glenn St Charles and the

true, original purpose of the “book”?

When I glance up and see Mt. Debra

and the valley of the Little Delta from

my window I know the story of Glenn

and Fred Bear, who came to hunt

Alaska with the bow because they were

archers, not hunters seeking an early

season advantage. There was no special

archery season in Alaska, and with the

exception of special urban areas, there

still isn’t. The Wood River, located one

ridgeline to the west of our house, is

where Art Young hunted. How many

know that Art was the first white man

to document taking a Dall sheep with a

bow so long ago, and that he filmed the

event in 1925?

    How many modern bow season par-

ticipants have been enthralled reading

of the clouds of grey goose feathers and

bodkins felling the French nobility on

the fields of Crecy and Agincourt? How

many do you think realize those

English archers, bowyers, fletchers, and

longbow string makers were a corner-

stone of the beginning of democracy and

the rise of power of the working man?

That is why they were so detested by

the French nobility, who rode to their

deaths in a futile attempt to eradicate

them. How dare the common man pose

a threat to them!

    How many, through reading Hunting

with the Bow and Arrow, have discov-

ered the old sacred yew from Saxton

Pope’s words, or thrilled in the charge of

a Yellowstone grizzly in the moonlight?

How many have been drawn by Jay

Massey’s The Bowyer’s Craft to the

aggravating, tough, but never-let-you-

down, bow wood bois d’arc? Or snuggled

up in steamy, wet wool by a smoky

spruce fire on an Alaska river and

thanked Jay for guiding so many on an

honorable path? Not many, and certain-

ly not enough. Such historical knowl-

edge doesn’t seem important to modern

bowhunting and could even be a threat

to its image, but to people like us it’s

part of what we do. That is why many of

us collect old archery items, visit muse-

ums, make bows, and shoot every chance

we get, not just the day before the sea-

son opens to “be sure we’re sighted in.”

We live archery, and as long as some of

us are still here archery will still be

alive, for we are archers. If you have

never delved into the writings of our

archery past, I encourage you to do so.

    Regular contributors Sterling and

Krista Holbrook now base out of

Fairbanks, Alaska, except for winter

timeouts in Hawaii.
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